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ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
SECTION I: RECOGNITION
CSEA Local 1000. AFSCME. I\FI.-CIO. The C\:rtilicd Union for the Niagara Count) Unit or
Local 832. hereinafter referred to as the" Association" or "CSEA" is recognized hy the County
of Niagara as the exclusive negotiating agent for all full-time and regular pan-time white collar
employees of Niagara County. New York. for the purposes of collective negotiations with
respect to salaries. wages. hours and other terms and conditions of employment. The Count)
hen:h)' extends unchallenged representation status to said Association for the maximum period
allowed hv law.
SECTION 2: DEFINITION
"White-collar enlployees" of Niagara Count)" shall be delined to mean employees occupying
positions in those titles listed in the Appendix which is attached hereto and made a part or this
Agreement.
All joh titles listed in the Appendix of this Agreement shall he included in the Agency Slhlp
provision with the exception of:
a. Senior Personnel Record Clerk
h. Assistant Personnel Record ('Ierk
e. Personnel Reeord Clerk
d. Personnel Special ist
e. I)crsonncl Tcchnician
f. Director of Nursing Scrvices (MT. VIEW)
g. Director of Social Services
h. Director of Administrative Services (SOCIAL SERVICES)
I. Director of Eligihility (SOCIAL SERVICES)
J. Superintendent of Ilighway Maintenance
k. Administrative Assistant for Personnel (Mt. VIEW)
I. Payroll Supcn'is'or (TREASURER'S OFFICE)
AlIllat salary titles shall he excluded.
SECTION 3: REGULAR PART TIME
Regular permanent part-time employees shall be defined as employees working 17.5 hours or
more a week. on a regular schedule excluding seasonal and per diem employees. Regular
permanent pan-time employees shall he entitled to receive all bene/its listed below. if they
occupy a permanent position as designated hy the Niagara County Civil Service Department.
Regular permanent pan-time employees hired prior to September I. 1982. shall receive medical
coverage fully provided hy the employer as provided for in Anicle XVI of this Agreement.
Regular Permanent Pan-time employees hired on or after September I. IYX2. shall be required
to pay 50% or the cost of the Niagara County Ilealth Plan or alternate liMO coverage as
. 7
provided in Article XVI of this Agreement.
Sick Days
Personal Oavs
Vacation
C\IIllpensation (Insurance)
1101idavs
FllHlting Holiday
Leaw for Death in Family
Mileage
Step Increments
I>isability Insurance
Longe\'if)'
---
1/2 day per month (3.5 hours)
._- 1- 112 days per year (10. 5 hours)
--- I week per year (35 hours)
---
Full coverage
on 3.5 hours pay per holiday
.-- 3.5 hours per floating holiday
on 1-1/2 days (10.5 hours)
---
every olher year
--- based on aclual hours worked (Le., 17.5 hours
=
Yz time)
I>dcrred Compensation
125 Plan
--- 5600 maximum deduction
Excluded Benefits:
l>octcJr and I>enlal Visits
SIT !'ION -L SENIORITY
Seniority shall he ddined as the kngth of continuous service with the County of Niagara. Such
scrvicl.' will include all approved ka\'es of absence.
l inpaid and disability leaves of ahsence will not interrupt wntinuous se.:rviee. Ilowever. such
lean:s will he de.:ducted from the.: amounl of e.:arne.:d senioritv. This dclinition of scnioritv will
.
-
apply unle.:ss contrary 10 law in specilic instances or unless it is contrary to other articles in this
/\ I.!ree.:mcnt.
For the purpose of receiving benclits. seniority shall be dclined as the length of continuous
se.:n'ice with the County of Niagara. Such service will include all time employed as re.:gular
permane.:nt part-time, as well as all types of approved leaves of ahsence.
For the purpose of layoff of employees. seniority shall be defined as the length of continuous
se.:r\'ice.: with the County of Niagara. Ilowever. service as a regular permanent part-time employce
shall he pro-rated based on the number of hours worked by the regular permanent part-time
employe.:e as compared to the hours of work as a full-time employee. The formub use.:d to
l.kt~nnine.: the number of years of full-time service of a regular permanent part-time employee
shall he.: as 1()lIows: Annual number of hours worked hy a regular permanent pm1- time.: e.:mployee
di\ide.:d hy the.: annual number of hours worked by a full-time employee. Figure gained from this
computation shall then be multiplie.:d hy thc years of service an employec has as a regular
pcrmane.:nt part-time employee. The resulting numher of years of service shall he used to
dete.:rmil1l.: the number of years of service a part-time employee has for layoff, and/or added to the
years (If service of an employee who has since.: hecome a full-time employee.
linpaid and disability leaves shall not interrupt continuolls service. However. sllch leaves \\ill he
deducted from the amount of earned se.:niority. rhe above detinitions shall apply unless it is
X
contrary to other Articles in this Agreement or unless contrary to law in specific instanccs.
ARTICLE II
MANAGEMENT RIGIITS
Except as expressly limited by other provisions of this Agreement. all of the authority. rights and
responsibilities possessed by the County arc retaint:d by it. including. but not limited to. the right
to determine the mission. purpose. objectives and policies uf the County; to determine the
facilities. methods. means and number of personnel for the conduct of the ('ounty programs; to
administer the merit sysh:m. including the examination. selection. recruitment. hiring. appraisal.
training. retention. promotion. assignment or transfer of employees pursuant to law: to direl:t.
deploy and utilize the work force: to establish specifications for each class of positions and to
classify or reclassi fy and to allocate or re-allocate the new or existing positions in accordance
with law; and to disl:ipline or disdlarge employees in accordanl:e with law and the provisions of
this Agreement.
The scheduling of \\"ork. the wntml and regulation of the use of all equipment and properties arc
thc exclusiw right and runl:tion ()f the County of Niagara.
The County of Niagara has retained the right to create andlor abolish positions within the
County. to determine the nceds of ead1 department andlt)r operation of the County. to determine
the number of employees re4uired for any and all ser\'il:es provided by the ('ounty
It is al:knowlcdged that the Cmillly or Niagara has retained the right to contral:t out work and/or
suo-wntract servil:es of the County alier negotiating the imp,Kt with the Union.
ARTICLE III
NO STRIKE PI.EDGE
SECTION I: PROVISION
Pursuant to the provision of Subdivision 3 (b) of Section 207 of the Public Employees Fair
Employment I.aw. the lInion aftirms:
That it does not assert the right to strike against any government. to assist or participate in any
such strike or to impose an obligation to conduct. assist or participate in such strike and will not
engage in a l:oncerted stoppage of work or slowdown.
SECTION 2: LOCKOUT
The County. its agents and/or rcprcsentatives. shall not lockout or otherwise prevent an)
employee covered under this contract from entering the designated work site andlor from
performing the job Juties and functions of the job classification.
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ARTICLE IV
SUPERSEDURE
SECTION I: CONTRARY TO LAW
II'any provision of this Agreement shall oe found contrary to law. then such provision shall not
oe deemed valid and suosisting except to the extent permitted hy law. but all other provisions
shall continue in fuliloree and dTeel.
I I' any provision of this contract is found to be contrary to law, the parties to the contract agn:e to
meet immediately for the purpose of negotiating a lawful replal.:ement provision.
SECTION 2: RULES AND REGULATIONS
The Agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the employer which shall be
contrary to or incompatiole with its terms.
ARTICLE V
DliRATION OF AGREEMENT
This Agreement shall be effectivc January I. 1999. and shall continuc in full Itm:c and ctket
until December 31. 2002.
ARTICLE VI
UNION RIGIITS
SECTION I: DUES DEDUCTION (SUBMISSION)
The employer shall dedul.:t bi-weekly from the wages of each employee and rcmit monthly to the
Civil SI'rvil.:e Employees Association. Inc.. 143 Washington Avcnue, Albany, New York 12210,
or to designated agent, regular membership dues and/or insurance premiums for those cmployees
authorizing such dedul.:tions.
SECTION 2: LISTING OF EMPLOYEES
The employer, within thirty (30) days alier the ratification of this Agreement. will furnish CSEA
a complete list of names. home addresses, Social Sel.:urity numoers. work locations and position
titles of all employees in the negotiating unit covered by this Agreement. and will, within thirty
(30) days after the end of each pay period. furnish the l'SEA a copy of the Report of Personnel
Change in Title or Salary listing names. home addresses. work 10l.:ations and position titles of
newly hired, reinstated, transferred and terminated employees.
SECTION 3: DUES DEDUCTION (l10L!) HARMLESS)
CSEA having been recognil.ed or certilied as the exclusive representatin: for all employees
included in the collective oargaining unit as set forth in Article I of this Agreement shall be
entitled to have monies deduct..:d from the wages or salaries of employees of the aforcmentioned
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bargaining unil who arc not members ofl'SEA in an amount equivalent to the annual dues levied
by (,SEA for full-time and part-time employees who arc members. The fiscal or dispersing
officer shall deduct and transmit the amounl of monies as determincd by the employment status
(part-time or full-time) of the employec(s) who is not a member and as established by CSEA to
the CSEA in the same form and manner that the fiscal or dispersing officer is now transmilling
the dues paid by employees who arc members.
All fees deducted shall be sent to the address set Il1rth in Section
"I" of this Article. The ICes
shall be accompanied by a list indicating lhe names and addresses of those employees who arc
not members of CSEA.
The Association shall hold harmless lhe employer and its officials from any claims. SUilSor other
forms of liability that may arise as a result of the cmployer's action in deduction of dues. etc.. as
provided under this Article. However. the Association shall not be liable to hold the employer
and its officers harmless for errors made by any of the employer's officials which may arise due
to the aloremenlioned official's negligence. Any such claims. losses or damages shall be the sole
responsibility of the employer and/or its officials.
SECTION -t: JOB TITLES
It is agreed that disputes concerning an) new titles created by lhe County lollowing ralification
of this Agn:ement as to representation and coverage under Agency Shop will be discussed in a
Labor-Management meeting. The same procedure shall be Il)'lIoweo with existing titles which
may haw been omitted due to an lJ\'ersiglll. If a dispute should arise. said dispute shall be
resolved through the Public Employment Rdations Board.
AR 1'1('1.1:' VII
UNION REPRESENTATION
The stewards, with notice to their immediale superior and permission thereof during their
working hours without loss of time or pay. shall invcstigate and present grievances to the
employer. providing such actions do not interli:re with the operations of the County department.
Only one steward in a department may engage in such investigations of grievances and the
maximum time allowed per day shall be onc (I ) hour, unless more time is needed to reasonahly
conclude or pursue the malter.
rhe heads of departments shall not arbitrarily withhold permission for the stcward to engage in
such investigation M presentation or a grievam:c. The stewards shall 'lot abuse this right to
investigate or presel a grievance.
a. The President of the Association, or a designated representalive. shall he permilleo.
upon request. to inspect the Civil Servi\:e eligibility list during regular office hours in the Civil
Service Department.
h. t\ representative of the Asso\:iatilln shall he allowed to discuss t~c Assl1l:iation's role
as barg<!ining agent with new employees. Permission to contact new employees must be received
from the representative's supervisor and such permission will not be unreasonably withheld.
II
c. A job description will be provided upon reasonable request to County employees.
J" ("he CSEA will have the right to designah.: an insurance representative to visit
individual CSEA members for the purpose of explaining group insurance or for adjusting claims.
Such representatives shall contact the department head and mutually agree to a time to explain
such hencfitsso that no inordinate interruption of work will result.
e. Association officers and delegates shall be granted yearly up to twenty-six (26)
days off each for purposes of attending business meetings. Said oflicers and delegates shall not
be paid hy the County, but shall, at the employee's option. have the right to have such leave
charged tn his/her accrued vacation. personal. or compcnsatory lea'"e credits. Sick leave may not
hc charged lar the purpose of attending any of the meeting( s) ahove.
f. Union Business Leave: The Union President can use one paid day per week
in which to conduct union business. If the Union President is in a paid Icave status, his/her
designee will receive the same benefit.
ARTICI.E VIII
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
Whereas. the establishment and maintenance of a harmunious and cooperative relationship
oet\\een the Employer and Employee is essential to the operation of the County. it is the purpose
of this procedure to secure. at the lowest possihle administrative level. equitahle solutions to
alleged grievances through procedures under which employecs may present grievances and hy
which the Employer and the Employees arc afforded adequate opportunity to dispose of
differences without the necessity of time consuming and costly prl)ceedings heillre
aJministrativc agencies or in the courts.
SECTION I: DEFINITIONS
GRIEV ANCE: A complaint by any employee or group of employees in the negotiating unit
regarding an alleged violation, misinterpretation or misapplicatiun of the terms of this
Agreement.
(iRI LV ANT: The person or group of persons in the negotiating unit submitting the grie,'ance.
liRIEV ANCE COMMITrEE: A duly constituted cummittee of the Association composed of
nut more than three (3) members, the composition of which may be changed at any time.
REPRESENTATIVE OF DEPARTMENT IIEAD: rhe individual charged with the duty of
rcndcring a decision at a particular stage of this grievunce prm:cdure.
REPRESENTATIVE OF HIS CHOICE: An indi\"iduul employee. attorncy. associution onicer.
or a grievance committee whom the grievant shall choose and who ;.!grccs to represent the
"g.ril.','ant at S~ug.es One and Two of the Grievance Proecdure.
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SECTION 2: SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
a. All members of the negotiating unit shall present grievances through a Union
steward or elected Union officer in accordance with this Article. provided, howevcr. that the first
presentation of the grievances must occur within twenty (20) working days of occurrence and
provided that the grievance is presented in writing containing a brief statement of the nature of
the grievance and the specific provision(s) of the Agreement alleged to have bl~en violated.
b. Every grievant shall have the right to be represented at any stage of the grievancl'
procedure by a Union steward.
All communications regarding the grievance shall be sent to the Chairperson of the
Association Grievance Committee as well as to the grievant.
c. The failure of a representative of the department head at any stage to
communicate the decision within the designated lime limits shall permit the grievant to proceed
to the next slage of the grievance procl'dure.
d. The failure of the grievant to appeal a decision to the next higher stage within the
designated time limits shall constitute a withdrawal and shall bar further action by the grievant.
e. The grievant may withdraw the grievance at any time by giving wrill\:n notice 10
Ihe Personnel Ikpartmenl and the I Ininn (jrievance Chairperson.
f. If the Association. on behalf of its collective membership. is the grievant. the
grievance procedures will be initiatl'd at the first stage. in writing. containing a brief statement of
the nature of the grie,'ance and the specific provisions of this Agreement alleged hI have been
violated.
g. Time spent in any capacity in the presentation of a grievance shall not be charged
against leave time.
h. Ilcarings and conferences held under these procedures shall be wndUCI\:d at a
time and place which shall allord a fair and reasonable opportunity for all parties to attend. Said
hearings shall be scheduled so as to avoid interference with the operation of the County
department concerned.
i. Charges preferred pursuant to the Civil Service Law by a department head shall
not be grounds for a grievance and this Article shall not apply to such a situation.
SECTION 3: PROCEDURAL STEPS
1\11grievances arising out of an alleged violation, misinterpretation or misapplication of the term
of this Agreement shall be presented and adjusted in the following manner:
a. STA(iE ONE' 1\ member of the negotiating unit having a grievance shall discuss it
in good faith with the department head. either directly. or through a representative. with the
objective of resoh'ing the matter informally. If the grievance is not resolved informally. it shall
be reduced to writing and presented to the representative of the department head. designated by
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the department head, containing a brief statement of the nature of the grievance and the specific
provision(s) of this Agreement alleged to have been violated. Within live (5) working days alier
the written grie\'ance is presented. the said representative shall render a decision thereon, in
writing. and present it to the grievant. the Union Field Representative. as well as to the Union
steward or elected officer as designated.
b. STAGE TWO: The grievant or the Union may appeal the decision rendered at Stage One
within ten (10) working days alier receipt of the decision(s) by submitting a written appeal to the
Personnel Department of the County.
Such written appeal shall set forth specifically the nature of the grievance, the facts relating
thereto, and grievant's reasons for rejection of the decision(s) rendered in the First .Stage. Within
live (5) working days 'alier receipt of the appeal. the said Personnel Director, or its duly
authorized representative(s), shall hold a hearing with the grievant. Union representative(s). and
the department head or designee. The Personnel Director shall render a decision. in writing. to
the grievant within live (5) working days alier conclusion or the hearing. The grievant shall
confer with the llnion Field Representative and/or Chief Steward prior to filing Stage Two.
c.' ST.'\CiF n IREE: In the e.:\'ent that any of the partie.:s do not accept. in whok or in part.
the recommcndation of the Personnel Director in u grie\ ance regarding the terms of this
Agreement, the unresolved issues shall be suhmitted to an Arbitrator within thirty-five (35) days
1'01' Binding Arhitration, \vith the provision that the Arbitrator shall consider only the dispute.:d
issue.:s submitted hy joint statement executed by the parties. and that the Arbitrator shall have no
power to add to. suhtract from. modify or amend any or the provisions of this Agreement, or to
issue any award limiting or interll:ring with the operation of any applicable: provision of law. or
inconsistent with. or cOlllrary to. any such provisions of law. The Arhitrator shall be seleeh:d by
the parties from a list of Arbitrators provide(J by the.: New York State Puhlic Employment
Relations Board. The Arbitrator's decision shall be in writing and shall set forth the lindings of
lact and wnclusions and order w'hich shall be tinal and hinding on all the parties. When the
Association is a party to or a representative or counsel to (he grievant, the cost of the services of
the Mediator and Arbitrator, including expenses. shall he horne equally hy the Association and
the Countv.
SECTION 4: LABOR MANAGEMENT MEETING
Nothing in this grievance procedure shall prohihit the Personnel Committee of the Employer and
the Association from meeting informally and directly to resolve a grievance rather than
following the grievance procedure outlined ahove, but only if hoth sides agree to so meet. The
said Commitlee shall render a decision, in writing. to the grievant, the Chairperson of the
Association's (irievance Committee. and the grievant's department head. within five (5) working
days after the l:Onclusion of the informal meeting. Should this informal meeting fail to resolve
the gricvam:e. then the grievant shall proceed to Stage Three of the grievance procedure.
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ARTICLE IX
DISl'IIARCiE AND DISCIPLINE
SECTION I: EXERCISE OF RIGIITS
a. All permanent full-time and regular part-time employees in the l:ompctitive. non-
competitive and labor jurisdictional class covered hy this Agreement shall be afforded the
henefits of Sections 75 and 76 of the Civil Service Law in matters of Discharge and Discipline.
b. Within ten (10) days of n:l:eipt of any charge. the parties shall meet informally to try to
resolve the issue belt)re formal hearings are held as per the It1110wing.
c. The hearing officer shall be an impartial. experienced Arbitrator jointly agreed to by the
parties. The cost of such Arbitrator's services to be borne equally by the parties involved.
SECTION 2: DISCIPLINARY ACTION
I:m:h of the following wnstituh:s cause tin disciplinary action: fraud in securing employment:
incompetence: inefficiency: neglect of Juty: insubordination: dishonesty: drunkenness on duty:
intemperance: addiction to the use of drugs or nan.:otics: absence without permission: conviction
of a felony or misdemeanor invol\'ing moral turpitude: immorality; discourteous treatment of the
public or other employees: misuse of County property: willful disobedience: or any other failure
of good behavior or acts. during working hours. which are inwmpatible with or inimical to the
public servil:c.
SECTION 3: DEPARTMENT I WAD RESPONSIBILITY
The department head shall promptly notify the lInion President in writing of any and all action
taken pursuant to this Article and the reasons then:fore.
ARTICLE X
ABSENCES AND LEA YES
All absenl:es (including tardiness) in any department must be noted lor use in relation to Ihe
employee's individual record and. nlltst he l:harged against the proper time credit. reserves as
indicated below. A summary of absences shall be posted monthly in each department so that all
employees may examine that rel:ord. .
A copy of the notice given to the Nia~ara Count)' Personnel Officer by an appointing authority
relative to a leave of absence of any employee or a notice of re-employment or reinstatement
shall also be filed with the Human Resourl:es Commiltee of the County.
SECTION I: SICK LEAVE
-
GENERALL.Y
a. Sick leave provided in this Sel:tion I may be utilized by an employee if desired in
any instance in which the employee hy reason of physical and/or mental illness or injury is
disahled. incapacitated and/or unahlc tn perform the duties of the position. The employer has
tht: right in any instance to request a statt:ment from a medical doctor for any sick lean
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absence which exceeds five (5) consecutive working days.
O. Sick leave may be utilized by an employee if desired in any instance of sickness
in the immediate family. Immediate family shall be defined to be the employee's spouse,
children, step-children and a parent residing in the household of the employee. The
department head may request a physician's statement of illness from an employee if family
illness causes an absence of the employee in excess of three (3) consecutive work days.
c. Sick leave may also be used oy an employee for medical and dental visits in
accordance with the guidelines established in this Section I.
d. For purposes of accrual of sick leave, an employee will be considered to have
one (I) month of service if helshe is on the active pa)'roll for more than one-half (1/2) of
the work days in any given'month. If an employee is not on the active payroll for more
than one-half (1/2) of the work days in any ginn month, the employee does not get credit
fur that month of employment toward sick leave accrual.
All employees shall be allowed sick leave credits at the rate of one working day per month in
service and shall become cumulative up to 185 days n1"aximum. After this maximum is reached.
no more sick leave credits may be earned by the employee except to the extent of restoring
credits suhse<.juently drawn for sick leave and then:hy huilding up accruals again to the
appropriate numher of maximum days.
Caleulations of sick h:ave shall be based on a year beginning January I. Sick leave may he used
in one-hour increments. except for the one hour at the beginning of each shift. Sick leave at the
beginning of a shift must be used in half-day increments unless the employee tws prior appnn'al.
Such prior approval shall not be unreasonably withhdd in the event of veritiahle doctor or dent.1I
visits, Credits cannot be earned for the period an employee is on leave of aosence without payor
under Jisl:iplinary punishment involving loss of work time or for employees who an: on
disaoility, For the calculation of sick leave credits. the time recorded on the payroll at the full
rate of pay shall be considered as time "served" by the employee,
In order that absence. because of personal illness may be charged to accumulated siek leave. it
must he reported by the employee. to the immediate supervisor. on the first working day or such
absence and within one-half (1/2) hour of starting time. Aosence for illness on Saturday shall not
be charged unless Saturday is designated as a working day for the employee.
Leave lor dental or medical visits is discretionary with the head of the department. Each such
ahsence in excess of two (2) hours shall be charged 10 earned sick leave credits in one-half ( IC.)
dav units.
Discretionary time off lor medical or dental lea\'e,; \\ ill he applied according to el/ual standards
tor all departmental employees and such permission will not be unreasonably withheld. Medical
and dental \'isits are limited to eight (8) visits per calendar year. Visits arc limited to a
maximum of two (2) hours in duration.
Transli.:r of Credits: Credits shall oe transferred \\ ith the employee from one department to
another,
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POSTING SICK LEA VI:: Department heads will publicly post. on a monthly basis. a record of
sick leave. a copy of which will be forwarded monthly to the Niagara Count). Pcrsonncl
Orticer and the Human Rcsourccs Committee.
SECTION 2: DISABILITY INSURANCE
a. The County agrees to provide a minimum statutory disability insurance plan
registered with the State of New York to all employees covered under this Agreement who have
served continuously for f'lHir consecutive weeks. The County will provide said coverage
commcncing Novcmbcr I. 1996 containing the following bencfits:
b.
I, Employees will receive 50% of gross pay up to a maximum of $170 per
week.
2. Benefits arc availablc f'l)ra lolal of 26 weeks in any 52 week period.
The following provisions apply to disabililY insurancc:
I. The County reservcs the righllo s~kct Ihe disability insurance
pnn"ider.
., All employees will participate and will contribute sixty cents ($.60) per
week IowaI'd Ihe cost of disabililv insurance to be deducted from their
paychecks.
3. A ti\"c working day or se\"Cn calendar day wailing periud. whichever
is less. ath:r injury or illness. is rel/uired before drawing benefits.
4. Employees. al Iheir option. may use accumulated sick lime during Ihe
waiting period. Sick timc must be used in hal f-day increments while the
employee is receiving benetits from this plan.
5. Vat:ation leave that is unused at thc end of a calendar veal' due to an
cmployee on disability will convert tu sick leave. Rel/uests 10 carryover
vacation limc will be pursuant 10 Art. XIII. Set:. l(d) of this agreement.
6. Employees will nut earn vat:ation. sick leave nor' personal leave credits
while recciving just disability benctits. Employecs will carn onc-half
(1/2) a ,'acation da)' and one-half (1/2) sick lea\'e day while receiving
disabilit), benefits, if thcy are on the acth'c payroll for morc than onc-
half (1/2) of the work days in any gh'en month. The employee will be
consiJcredlo have no interruption uf service while receiving benctits.
c. In the evenl that Ihere is a prcmium incrcase to the County that exceeds twenty
live <25%) percenl in any year. the parties agree to negoliale cosl containmenl alternalives to
lower the County pn:milll1l. which may il:clude an increase in Ihe wailing period. or a
rCl/uircment to use a greater amounl of leave accruals prior 10 becoming eligible for the benefit.
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SECTION 3: SICK LEAVE BUY-BACK
Employees retiring from County service shall be entitled to receive a payment for twenty-five
percent (25%) of unused accumulated sick days the employee had at the time of retirement, the
remaining days will be credited toward thc 41j benefit.
SECTION 4: LEAVE FOR DEATH IN FAMILY
A leave of absence with pay shall be granted to an employee who is absent from duty because of
the death of a member of the immediate family. The immediate family of an employee shall
include spouse. mother, father. sisters. brothers. children. grandparents. sp\.luse's grandparents.
brothers-in-law. sisters-in-law. daughters-in-law. sons-in-law. grandchildren. father-in-law and
mother-in-law or any person occupying the position of a parent of the employee or spouse.
The employer shall grant a leave of absence with pay for the duration of time not to exceed three
(3) consecutive regularly scheduled work days from the date of m;currence. If special
circumstances ari~~ (for example: death out-of-state, death out of the countl)', delayed
funeral arrangements, delayed travel arrangements or other documented individualized
needs), the three (3) day period may be rescheduled by the County ('Iuman Resources
I>epartment to meet individualized documented reasonable needs of the employee for
bereavement leave. To be eligible for bereavement leave under special circumstances as
mentioned above, the emplo)'ee must attend the funeral/memorial sen'icc.
The employee whose regularly scheduled work week includes Saturday and S~nday shall be
granted one ( I ) additional day if needed to altend the funeral or memorial service if such funeral
or memorial service is scheduled Il)r Monday. If the death occurs alier the employee reports to
work, that day will not be counted as part of the three (3) days. If a death occurs during an
employee's vacation. an additional three (3) days with pay will be granted pwvi.ded the employee
altends the funeral. or memorial service.
SECTION S: LEAVE DUE TO INJURY OR DISEASE INCURRED IN TilE
PERFORMANCE OF DUTY
An employee who is necessarily absent from duty because of occupational injury or disease. as
defined by the Worker's Compensation l.aw. may. pending adjudication of the case and while
disability renders the employee unable to perform the duties of the position. be granted leave
with full pay for a period not to exceed six (6) months (exclusive of accumulated sick leave
credits and other time credits), on approval of the appointing authority alier full consideration of
all facts involved. Vacation and sick leave credits shall not be earned under these circumstances
for periods that an employee is on such discretionary six (6) months' leave with pay. Should the
disability persist beyond this period. plus accumulated sick leave credits and other time credits.
such employee may be placed on leave without pay for a further period not to exceed tweh'e
(12)months, When employee has been awarded compensation by the Worker's Compensation
130ard for the period of the leave with pay. such compensation award for loss of time for such
period shall be credited to the County, Upon return to active duty. such employee shall be
reaccredited with that proportion of earned credits consumed during the period of absence, whil:h
the amount of Worker's Compensation award covering the period of earned sick leave and other
time credits consumed and credited to the County. bears to the amount of salary rel:eived during
the period that sick leave and other time credits were consumed. All lump sum paymcnts and/or
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awards to which the employee is entitled hy law for Injury or disahility shall be retained by the
employec and the County shall not make any claim for all or any portion of such award. If any
employee rcquests vacation pay for vacation while on a compensahle leave. the employer shall
pay such employee Il)r the accrued leave.
The County shall pwvide Worker's Compensation Insurance for its employees.
SECTION 6: LEA VI.: OR TIME OFF FOR STUDY OR EXAMINATION OR OTlIER
EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES
rull lime leave for study or examinations without pay. part pay. or full time pay is granted in
special cases and is determined on the individual factors affecting the request. Approval shall be
within the discretion of the department head and the Human Resources Committee. Employees
may he granted two (2) hours off per week to attend school under the following conditions:
a. The ~ourse must be directly related to the \vork of the department and increase the
usefulness of the employee to the department. .
h. It must he a C(lurse that is not available during atier-work hours.
C. The work of the office makes it possible for the employee to he spared Il)r thaI
an1l1unt of time.
d. It must he a course ortered hy a recognized collegc. university or school.
SECTION 7: LEAVES REQUIRED BY LA W
Leaves such as. hut not rcstricted to. family. medical. or military shall be granted according to
the Laws of the Stale of New York and the United States.
SECTION 8: LEAVE FOR SERVICE IN EXEMPT
UNCLASSIFIED SERVICE
NON-COMPETITIVE OR
An employee holding a position in the competitive class on a permanent basis for at least one (I)
year who is appointed to serve in a position in the County service whieh is in the exempt class or
non-competitivc class or in the unclassified service may at the discretion of the appointing
authority. be granted a leave of ahsenee without pay during sitch service for a pL'riod not
exceeding one (I) year. Such leave of absence may. at the discretilin of the appointing authority
and with the appr val of the Niagara County Personnel Officer. oe renewcd. provided.
however. that no su. I leave of absence without pay shall extend heyond four (4) years from the
Jate such employee leti the competitive class position. Any employee who leaves the County
service without an approved leave of ahsence loses all service and seniority rights.
SEC nON 9: PERSONAL LEA VE
A regular full-time employee may he entitled to receive three (3) Jays. which may be taken in
one-hour incremcnts. tlH Personal Busincss Leave suhject to the tl)lIowing conditions:
An employee is not eligihle for a Personal Leave Day until the l:ol11pletion of ninety (90) Jays of
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employment following the original date of hire.
a. Personal business leave shall b~ deemed to mean a personal leave day to conduct
personal business of such nature that it cannot be conducted at a time other than
the employee's n:gularly scheduled working hours.
b. Written request shall be made to the department head. at least three (3) days prior
to the day of leave. except in case of emergency.
c. The Personal I.eave Day shall not apply on the day before or the day after a
Holiday or in conjunction with a vacation except at the discretion of the
department head.
d. The departl11t:nt head may disapprove the use of a personal business leave day
when the number of personal leave requests. falling on one day. endangers the
proper function of the department.
e. I I' personal 'days arc not used during the calendar year, the remaining personal
leave days shall he added to the employee's sick leave accumulation for use.
r. No employee shall he compensated for any unused personal days. subsequent to
his date of termination from County employment.
SECTION 10: ADOPTIVE LEA VI:
The employer shall grant an employee a leave of ahsenc<.', without pay. upon request by such
employee for the purpose of caring for an adopted child. Such leave to comm...ncc on the date of
adoption and the request for such leave must he requc.::sted live (5) working days in advance
whenever possible.
rhe employee shall provide the department head with a copy of the notice of adoption and shall
provide the department head with a written statement of the duration u't" the leave. The employer
shall grant a leave for a period nut tu exceed six. (6) months. ;\n cxtension heyond the six (6)
months may be requested if necessary and such requcst will not be unreasonahly denied. No
leave under this Section shall exceed a total of twelve ( 12) months.
SECTION II: CHILD REARING LEA VE
Upon notification to the department head. an employee will he allowed up to ten (10) months of
unpaid personal leave for the purpose of child rearing upon the birth of a child.
SECTION 12: JURY DUTY
Department heads shall grant time off for jury duty as required by New York State Law. The
employee will be compensated by the County for the difference hetween the sum paid for jury
duty and the normal daily rate of pay from the Count)'.
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SECTION 13: REOUIRED COURSES, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
Each employee covered under Ihis Conlracl who is required 10 attend training seminars.
workshops. courses or other functions required by the County of Niagara and/or mandated by
Federal and/or State I.aw and which arc held only during the normal work day of the employee
shall be allowed sufficient time off without loss of payor leave credits to attend the required or
mandated function(s).
SECTION 14: LEAVES FOR OTHER REASONS
Leaves of absence without pay for reasons not covered in the foregoing rules may be granted
under the provisions of Niagara County Civil Services Rules by the department head 10
permanent employees under extenuating circumstances. but in no case shall any total continuous
leave without pay exceed twelve ( 12) months without approval of the Niagara County Personnel
Officer.
SECTION 15: NOTIFICATION TO UvIPLOv'EE
Whl~n an employee is on leavc withuut pay, sick or vacation credits do not accruc for any
month where the employee is not in paid status for onc-half of the workin~ days. Sick
credits will be adjusted each month accordingly and vacation credits will be adjustcd in
.Janua!")' of each year. The employec's bcncfit date and longcvity date will be moved
fom'ard b)' the amount of time thc empluyee is off payroll. Time off payroll is not crcditcd
toward rctirement. Employces car!")'ing hcalth insurance through the County, should
contact Risk Management to determine if their insurance will be affected.
The contract is the notification to employees of the impact of other types of leaves.
ARTICLE XI
WURKING IIOURS
SECTION I: WORK WEEK
a. A regular work \n:ek fiJr a regular employee shall normally commence on
Monday and end on Friday in each week except for employees covered below.
b. A regular employee's \\'ork week which includes Saturdays. Sundays and
Holidays shall not be covered under Section I (a) of this Article. For those employees the first
day off shall be considered as Saturday and the second day off as Sunday. A Saturday. Sunday or
Holiday shall be considered as a regular work day. A scheduled work day falling on a Iioliday
shall entitle the employee to a compensatory day to be taken as scheduled by the department
head.
c. All regular full-time and regular part-time employees within a department shall
work the hours and shift as assigned hy Ihe department head in accordance with the needs and
requirements of the department. II is underslood the scheduling of work is a Management's
responsibility and that schedules will he altered, depending on the operational requiremenls of
eaeh department. .
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The Ilormal work day may be seven (7) consecutive hours per day, thirty-live (35) hours
per week or eight (8) consecuti ve hours of work per day for a forty (40) hour week. Such a work
schedule shall constitute a normal work shift unless otherwise scheduled. An employee shall be
scheduled 10 work on a regular work shift with regular starting and quitting times. If a change in
scheduling is required. CSEA will be notified and. if necessary. a meeting between lhe
departmcnl head and CSEA will be promptly arranged.
d. Notwithstanding the above, the County shall not change an employce's normal
work shi Ii on a temporary basis to avoid the payment of overtime.
c. The employer shall allow each employee an uninterrupted lunch break. The lunch
break of the cmployee may onty be interrupted in the case of all emergency. If an emergency
docs occur and the employee must interrupt the lunch break. the employee. once the emergency
has subsided. shall be allowed to resume and complete the full lunch break. II' the employee is
unable 10 complete the lunch break within the normal work day. the. employer agrees to pro\'ide
the employee with paid compensatory time off in an amount eljual to the tinK' remaining in lhe
employee's lunch break.
SECTION 2: WORK SCHEDULE CHANGES
Reasonable advance notice. except for emergencies. shall be given fiJr changes in \\"1'1\
schedules. Any disagreement of what constitutes reasonab!cness shlJuld be senled by resort 10 (he
grievance procedun.:.
SECTION 3: EMPLOYMENT YEAR
rhe emplo) ment year for which vacation allowance. time credits and time deductions arc
calculated. shall be the liscal year. The liscal year shall be dclined as the ca!cndar year.
SECTION 4: BREAKS
Full-time employees working an eight (8) hour da)' shall be ~ntitled to take one (I) fifteen
(15) minute break, which shall include smoking time, during the first four (4) hours of their
shift and one (I) fifteen (15) minute break, which shall include smoking time, during the
second four (4) hours of their shift. Employees working a seven (7) hour day shall be
entitled to one (I) fifteen (15) minute break in the first three and one-half (3-1/2) hours uf
their shift, which shall include smoking time, and one (I) fifteen (15) minute break. which
shall include smoking time, during the second three and one-half (3-1/2) hours of their
sh ift.
All permanent regular part-time employees subject to the terms of this agreement n ho
work a shift of at least four (4) consecutive hours shall be entitled to cine (I) fifteen (15)
minute break within said shift, whieh shall include smoking time.
')')
ARTICLE XII
IfOUDA YS
SECTION I: LEGAL HOLIDA YS
Thc following are legal holidays fl)r members of thc bargaining unit. If any of thc following
holidays fall on a Sunday, the next day then::altcr shall be observcd. If any or the following
holidays fall on a Saturday, they shall be observed the previous Friday. To be eligible to be
paid for a holiday, excluding the noating holida)', an employee must be in a paid status (i.e.
sick day, personal day, vacation day) the day before the holiday and the day after the
holiday.
New Year's Day
Martin Luther King. Jr. Day
President's Day
Good Friday
Mcmorial Day
Independence Day
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Election Day
Veteran's Day
I"hanksgiving [hy
Day aner Thanksgiving
('hrislmas Day
Eflcctivc January I. 1996. all Bargaining linit employees shall reccivc a floating holiday, which
shall be scheduled subject to the provisinns of Article XIII (Vacation).
SITTION 2: PAYMENT FOR IIOUDA YS WORKED
Should an employcc be requircd to work on a holiday or on a day on which the holiday is
celebrated, each cmployee so required 10 work shall be paid time and (mc-halr thc regular rate or
pay for that day's work. but. .in no even!. shall an employee who works on the actual holiday and
on the day on which the holiday is cclebrated, be paid time and one-half for both days. Such
employee may only be paid time and one-half for onc of those days, and said employce shall also
rcceive one compensatory day 01'1'or the cmployee may choose another day's pay in lieu of the
compensatory day off.
SECTION J: HOUDA V-V ACATION PERIOD
If a holiday(s) falls within the vacation period of an employee. the employec's accrued vacation
leave shall be credited with the holiday(s) railing within the vacation period.
SECTION 4: DOUBLE SHIFT
II' an employee who is scheduled to work on a holiday or who is called into work on a holiday
works a second shift during the twenty-lour (24) hour period which constitutes the holiday, such
employee shall bc paid at the rate of two and one-half (2-1/2) times the hourly rate of pay lor
each hour or the additional eight on hour shin(s). The twenty-four (24) hour period which
constitutes Ihe holiday shall begin al 12:0 I A.M. on Ihe holiday and end al 12:00 Midnight on
Ihe following day.
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ARTICLE XIII
VACA nON
SECTION I: VACA TION ACCRUAL SCIIEDULE
All employees in addition to time off for holidays will be granted annual vacation with pay as
per the following schedule; continuous service shall not be necessary:
a. On January I, new employees who have not completed one t I) full year of service
will be credited. as of January I. with one (I) day of vacation tor each month worked up to a
maximum of ten (10) days vacation. Thereafter. the employee will receive vacation according to
"b." '\:." and. "d" below. For purposes of vacation accrual, a "month worked" shall
constitute any month in which an employee is on the active payroll for at h~ast one-half
(1/2) or more of the work days in any given month. If an employee is on the active payroll
for less than one-half (1/2) of the work days in any ~i\'Cn month, he/she shall not receive one
(I) month's credit for vacation accrual. .
b. Fifteen (15) working days after completion of live (5) years of service. (Third
week earned after the employee's anniversary date.)
Co Seventeen (17) working days atter completion of eight (R) years of service. (Two
additional days earned after the employee's anniversary date.)
d. Twenty (20) working days after completion of fourteen ( l-t) years of service. anu
thercafter. (Three additional days after the cmployec's anniversary date.)
All vacations must be earned and earned vacations may be taken by the employee at a time
convenient to the department with the approval of the department head. Vacations must be taken
in the calendar year in which they are due Vacation time will not he cumulative. Any exception
must be approved by the Personnel Committee. So far as practieabh~. vacation credits shall be
used prior to transfer. The department. agency or institution to which an employee is transferred
shall credil said employee with all accumulated vacation credits not used prior to transfer. No
vacation will accumulate while an employee is absent, on disahility leave. or without pay, or
under a disciplinary punishment involving loss of work time. Upon separation from County
service lor any reason, any unused vacation credits shall be paid lor at the current salary of the
position.
SECTION 2: TERMINA nON
Upon termination of service for reasons of retirement or resignation. the employee shall hc
compensated for any unused v~cation acculllulation to the date of tcrmination.
A dischargcd employee shall recei\'c no hcnclits upon termination of clllphlYl1lcnt cxccpt as
providcd in other Articles of this Agrecment.
SECTION.1: V ACA TION PA Y UPON TERMINATION
In addition to regular vacations. whcn an cmployec kaves County servicc during the course of
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the year for rea50ns of retirement. re5ignation. llr death. the employee shall recei\'e a \'aca,tion
credit of one (I) day for each complete month worked during the year not to exceed ten (10) daY5
for an employee with under ten (10) years of service. and not to exceed elevcn ( II ) days for an
employee with over ten ( 10) years of service. This docs not apply to an employee with less than
oni: (I) ycar of servicc nor an employee discharged. An employee discharged under Section 75.
Civil Service Law. shall receive no vacation credit lor the year in which the discharge takes
place. out shall he entitled to vacation credit(s) earned the previous year and not yel taken,
ARTICLE XIV
USE OF COUNTY FACILITIES
SECTION I: RECREATIONAL OR SOCIAL PURPOSES
The Association shall not use County facilities for recreational or social purposes. unlcs5 specific
authorization is granted.
SECTION 2: PERSONAl. USE
The use of County property for personal purpose is prohihited. whether it is \'ehicles. tnols,
equipment. huildings. or other property.
SECTION J: BlIl./.ETlN BOARDS
Niagara County shall provide a reasonahle amount of exclusive bulletin hoard space in an
accessible place in each area occupied by a suhstantial numher of employees for the purpose 1)1'
posting hulletins. notices and material issued by CSEA which shall be signed hy the designated
orlicial of CSEA. No material shall he posted which is profane or ohscene. (lr dl.t~lIllatory of
Niagara County or its representative. or which constitutes election campaign material Il.lr or
against any person. organization or faction thereof.
No other employee organization shall ha';e the right to post material upon CSEA hulletin hoards.
rhe number and location of bulletin boards. as well as arrangement with reference to placing
material thereon and removing material therefrom. shall be. subject to mutual understandings
provided. however. that any understanding reached with respect thereto shall pro\'ide 11.)('the
removal of any hulletin or material objected to hy County which removal may he contested
pursuant to the Agreement grievance procedure.
ARTICl.E XV
COMPENSATION PLAN
SECTION I: PROMOTIONS
When an employee is promoted to a position in a higher pay group. the employee shall he placed
on Step One ( I ) of the new pay group. II'Stl'r On'e (I) of the new pay group docs not rrovide a
minimum increase in the hourly rate of the employee of 5eventeen cents ($.17) per hour. thr
employee shall he placed on the step in the lIew pay group which provides such employe,: with
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an increase in the hourly rate of at least seventeen cents ($,17) per hour.
SECTION 2: NEW POSITIONS
All new positions must be approved and the salaries set by the Human Resources Committee
with the approval of the Niagara County Legislature, Departments will post notices of vacancies
or new positions. when they occur, on the department's bulletin board. This posting is for
information only and in no way obligates the County to fill such vacancy and does not in any
way relate to or affect the posting procedures under Civil Service Law.
The County will provide to the Union, as soon as practicable. but no longer than five (5)
working days. a copy of the minutes following each tluman Resources Committee meeting.
.
When such vacancies are announced as provided herein, employees who wish to be considered
for appointment or transfer to such vacancies shall be allowed to request such a transfer
provided. however. that such request must be filed with the appointing authority within ten (10)
days following anl10Ljii~ement of the vacancy.
SECTION 3: STEP EIGIIT
A new employee appointed to a position in a class shall be paid the minimum ratc uf pay li)r the
class. Those County employees who have reached Step V and who have satisfactorily wnlpkted
eight (8) years of service shall be entitled to the eighth (8th) step increment rate effective the first
(I st) pay period following the completion of the eighth (8th) year of County service.
SECTION 4: ANNUAL INCREASES
Annual increases in salary are not mandatory. but each employee shall be entitled to one (I)
increment up to the maximum for the position provilkd that the increment is recommended for
approval of the Personnel Committee by the department head. Employees appointed prior to the
Ist of July shall be eligible to receive an increment on the following January Ist. All others must
spend a full calendar year in service before being eligible for the increment. An employee on
leave of absence without pay, in order to be eligible for a consideration for a specific il1l:rement
increase in salary must have worked a minimum of six (6) months in any calendar year. An
employee who has received a promotion. or who has been upgraded to a higher job group alier
July Ist of any year. is eligible to be given consideration for an increment increase in salary as of
January Ist of the following year.
SITTION 5: INCREMENTS OF PROVISIONAL OR TEMPORARY APPOINTEES
Im:rements of provisional or temporary appointees shall be carried over when such appointees
arc given permanent appointment from an eligible list in the same position.
SECTION 6: LONGEVITY
An employee completing the following ~'ears of conseeuti\'C paid employment by the County
shall be eligible to receive cumulative longe\'it), payments as follows:
10 vears of service - $225 per year
2()
14 years of service
- an additional $275 for a total of$500 per year
20 )'ears of sen'ice - an additional 5325 for a total of $825 per year
25 )'cars of sen'icc - an additional $325 for a total of $1,150 per year
Said increase is to take effect on the anniversary date of completion or such ten. fourteen.
twenty. or twenty-live years. respectively.
The increments herein shall not be 'considered as part of the base pay of the employee.
Longe\'if)' payments will be pro-ratcd over the year and will bc paid in 26 equal payments.
Any employce with previous County service who has been rehired after January I. 1970. shall
not receive credit for such prior service for the purpose of this provision.
SECTION 7: TRANSFERS
Inter-departmental transfers. within the same or lower job classification. will be according to
Civil Scrvice l.a\\'. Approval of the department heads and the employee is required. Employees
in other than competitive joh classi tications may also request authorization fiJI such transfers and
such authorization will not he unreasonahlv \ ithheld.
Authorization tl)r Intra-departmental (within the same department) re-assignments to a posted
vacancy may he requested through the department head and stich authorization will not he
unreasonably withheld. Intra-departmental transfers may he initiated hy the department head.
Ilowever. if such re-assignments result in a change of work location to another facility. and
would thereby cause a tinancial or physical hardship. the employee may schedule a meeting to
discuss the tnlllsfer with the County Director of I'/uman Resources or his/her designee. Such
Intra-departmental and Inter-departmental transfers will not he used for disciplinary reasons.
Non-competitive class employees arc included in this paragraph pertaining to Intra-departmental
transfers.
All employees who arc involuntarilv transferred on a permanent hasis must receive live (5)
working days notice.
SECTION 8: IJEMOTIONS
An employee demoted to a lower class position as a result of layoff. recall or voluntary
demotion. shall be paid at the rate in the lower classi lication which is closest to the rale prior to
demotion.
SECTION 9: ALl )CATION DOWNWARD
When an employee's position is reallocated to a lower class position. the employee shall be
permitted to continue at the present rate of pay during the period of incumbency (except in evenl
of general service-wide reductions). hut shall not be entitled to salary increase.
SECTION 10: RESIGNATIONS AND REINSTATEMENTS
A full time employee who has resigned from a position may he reinstated within one (I) year
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from the date of such resignation into the same position if then vacant. or to any vacant position
to which the employee is eligihk for transfer or reassignment. A full time employee so reinstated
shall retain the seniority and salary increment.
SECTION II : RATE SCHEDULES
Attached are the 1999, 2000, 2001 and 2002 salary and hourly rate scheduks which are a part of
the Appendix of this contractual Agreement.
SECTION 12: NIGHT AND WEEKEND ST ANDB Y
When an employee is ordered lor night standby duties, the compensation will be double time,
either in compensatory time off or in cash, at the discretion of the employee. for the hours
worked with a minimum of four (4) hours payor compensatory time. For weekend standby. in
addition, the compensation shall be one full day, to be paid in cash or in time oil. This provision
shall apply to the employees engaged in air pollution control and hospital technicians.
SECTION 13: SHIFT BONUS
Employees working on "second shili" shall receive in addition to his/her regular rate of pay. an
additional sum of thirty cents ($.30) per hour. Employees working on "third shift" shall receive
in addition to the regular rate of pay. an additional sum of thirty-live cents ($ J5) per hour.
A second shift shall he Jdined as a shift commencing immediately alier a lirst shili. A third
shili shall be dclined as a shiftwmmencing immediatdy lollowing a second shili.
Employees who arc regularly scheduled to work a shift commencing alier the normal 9:00 A.M.
to 5:00 P.M. shili will receive an additional thirty cents ($.30) per hour 1(11'all hours worked alier
3:00 P.M.
Such shift honus will be applied to all absences from the employee's regularly assigned shili
except for vacations and extended periods of absence. Should an employee be absent from the
regularly scheduled shift, the absent time paid will include the appropriate shift bonus: however,
after eight consecutive work days absent. siek absence will be paid according 10 the regular day
shili rate.
SECTION 14: MILEAGE
All reasonable mileage traveled by employees in the course of oflicial Count} business shall be
governed by IRS rules and regulations, and reimbursed at the prevailing IRS rate al the lime of
travel. Such IRS rates shall be altered or changed, when necessary.
SECTION 15: OVERTIME
Compensation shall be at time anti one-half (I 1/2) the hourly rate for work performed over torty
(40) hours per week. except \I.'here otherwise specified herein. The departmellt will extend every
cflortto distribute o\lt:rtime as equitably as possible and will keep records 4uartl.:rly wllcerning
overtime worked. Such records will pe made available to employees upon J"I.:asooable request.
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a. All paid leave timc. including holidays. shall he considered as time worked Il)r thc
cO~lputation of overtime.
b. Each employee covered under this Agreement who works thirty-five (35) 11lIurs
pcr week shall reccive pay at thc regular hourly rate of pay for each hour or part thercof netwccn
the thirty-fifth (35th) and fortieth (40th) hour or shall reccive compensatory time at the rate of
straight time for each hour or part thercof worked between the thirty-fifth (35th) or forticth
(40th) hour. The cmployee shall select the option desired and shall inform the employcr 011a
form given to the employee at the time the overtime assignment is scheduled of which option.
c. The County shall make every effort to pay an employee who perllmns an
overtime assignment for such work at the rate of pay set forth in this Section on the tirst pay day
following the payroll period in which thc overtime was worked. If the County docs not pay the
cmployee on the first pay day. the County. without fail. shall pay the employee on the sccond
pay day tl!llowing the payroll pcriod in which the overtime was worked.
d. An' employee may refuse overtime as long as said refusal docs not work a
hardship on the department concerned as determined hy the department head. II' an employee
refuscs the overtime. the hours refused shall be charged as time worked. for the purpose of
o\"\:rtime equalization.
Employees electing compensatory time in lieu of pay may acc.:umulate a maximum of 2.H) hours.
Employees whose accumulation is over 240 hours as of December I, 1993. shall haw their
compensatory hank frozen at the amollnt of compensatory time in their Ijanks as of December I.
1993. Employees who have 240 hours or more of compensatory time in their banks must he paid
tl}r all overtime worked.
SECTION 16: PAY BI-WEEKI.Y
Thc salaries and wages of employees shall be paid bi-weekly on Friday. In the event this day is a
holiday. the prel:cdillg day shall be the pay day.
Every effort will be made to pay the sewnd and third shifts a day previous to the lirst shift
employees.
SECTION 17: CALL-IN
Eadl employee covered under this Agreement. who is called into work and who is presently
receiving a call-in guarantee of four (4) hours pay at thc applicable straight or overtime rate.
shall continuc to receive such guarantee. Each employee who is not covered under such
guarantee and who is called into work shall receive a minimum of two (2) hours pay at (he
applicable straight time or overtime rate. The above call-in provision shall be effcl:tivc between
the end of the employee's regular shift on a work day until the beginning of the employee's next
regular shift on the next work day: The call-in provisions as stated above renew themselves each
time an employce is called into woork. II' an employee works beyond the call-in time set tl)rth
herein, the employee shall continue to be paid for all such hours or part thereof worked at the
straight time or overtime rate whichever is applicable
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SECTION 18: PAY RATES
All rates prescribed in the scales uf pay arc the standard rates of pay authorized' for full time
cmployment. Whcn employment is on a pcrmanent part-timc basis. only the proportionate part or
the rate for the tim'e actually cmployed shall be paid.
SECTION 19: REINSTATED EMPLOYEES
A reinstated employee shall be paid at a salary rate within the approved salary range for the
position.
SECTION 20: PARITY PA Y
Any employee of the County who is temporarily assigned or transICrred to a classification which
is in a higher pay group and is required to perform the duties of that classification for the sum
total of sevent)' (70) hours for thirt)'-five hour per week employees or eighty (80) hours for
forty hour per week employees in any fiscal year shall be paid at the wage scale of the higher
pay group IIJr the classification to which the employee is assigned on a step-for-step basis IIH
every hour workcd beyond the sevent)'/eighty hours in the higher classification. Such
payment shall not apply unless the emplo)'ce has worked an accum~lative total of
seventy/eighty hours in the classification that is assigned to a higher pay group within a
fiscal year IIf the employer. The employee will only be paid parity pay for hours worked in
the title in the higher pay group. This section shall he effecth'e .January 1,2000.
SECTION 21: RECORDING OF HOURS OF WORK
The County retains the right to require employees to punch in and punch out, and/or
retains the right to change any and all systems IIf recording the time of arrh:al at work
and/or departure from work at its sole discretilln and under any and all terms and
conditions as it shall require. The Count)' will provide two (2) weeks notice of its intent tll
implement and/or change any such time keeping system. An)' system that is implemented
shall be uniformly applied to all bargaining unit memhcrs.
ARTICLE XVI
HEALTH AND MEDICAL INSURANCE
SECTION I: DEFINITIONS
The County guarantees the provisions and benefit lenls of the Niagara County Health Plan
as currently provided on January I, 1998. These provisions are a plan that succeeds and
attempts to mirror the former Blue Cross Select 911191plan as it existed on I}ecember 31,
199~, said plan no longer in existence. These provisions arc specifically detailed in that
Summary Plan Document (SI'D), The indemnity health care provider will be the Niagara Count)'
lIealth Care Plan "dministered by a designated third party administrator (TPA), Niagara ('ount~
Health Care Plan shall provide Hospitalization and Medical-Surgical l:Qverage for all eligible
employees and include:
Voluntary Second Surgical Opinion.
.\0
COI1l:urrent Utilization Review and Discharge Planning.
Case management Medical. Alcohol. Drug and Psychiatric.
Medical Claims Review.
Major Medical ($50.00 deductible: I person:
$100.00 deductible: maximum 2 persons).
Psychiatric Rider.
Prescription-Drug with contraceptives (Generic $1.00
co-pay _n Name I3rand $5.00 co-pay).
Chirnpractic ($100 per calendar year).
There shall be estahlished a joint Committee to review the administration of the Health Insurance
Program. A majority of that Committee shall be representatives of the Unions participating in the
Plan. The Committee shall have the power to cause a change in the Administration of the
Program. I I' the County wishes to cause a change in the Third Party Administrator (TP A) of the
Program. it shall give the Committee ninety (90) days notice. The Joint Committee shall
participate in the development of standards and specifications f(Jr any bid or quote used to select
a new Third Party Administrator. Individual Unions andior the Commiitee may recommend
other Third Partv Administrators to be considered. In no event shall the Ilcalth Insurance
Program he administered hy an Administrator that docs not meet New York State Insural1l:e
Department Standards for such administration and cannot provide stop-loss insurance coverage.
The Joint Committee shall participate in the evaluation of hids or quotes received. The ./oilll
Committee shall make its recommendations to the County for a new administrator. and rank
other Third Party Administrators who bid. The selection of a Third Party Administrator hy the
County shall be hased on all availahle information and shall be in the best interest of the
members.
SECTION::!: ELlGII3IL1TY
All employees cover,ed by this agreement have the option of participating in the Niagara Coun(~
Health Plan or any of the llealth Maintenance Organizations listed below:
Independent Ilealth Encompass AI
lJnivcra Health Care Premier Plan
Community Blue I
In addition to the plans listed above. the parties recognize that there arc employees who arc
currently subscrihers of the Group Health Incorporated «(iI'll) Plan. Those employees who
subscribed to said plan may remain in it. however. once hclshe opts out. he/she. cannot re-enroll
in GHI. 'Current employees not enrolled in GHI may not choose to do so in any future open
enrollment period. New employecs shall not be allowed to choose GHI as an alternative to the
plan(s) listed above.
SECTION 3: HEALTH INSURANCE WAIVER
A maximum waiver henefit consisting of $350 for a full year waiver of single coverage. or $750
lor a full year waivcr of family coverage shall be cxtended to activ'c members of the bargaining
unit who arc cligible for coverage provided by the County. Amounts shall be determincd h)
applying the County's contrihution rate for that employce to the appropriate maximum waiver
amount noted ahove. Payments shall be made in two equal installments on July I and December
31
31 following eacl1 six months of waived insurance. See Appendix J (Ilcalth Insurance Waiver) of
this Agreement.
To be entitled to the payment referenced above. the unit member must produce proof of health
insurance coverage from another source at the time of application.
Re-entry shall be governed by the rules of the health insurance plan(s) provided for in this
agreement Where an employee has opted out of the County's health insurance plan and health
insurance coverage from another source becomes unavailable because of the death of a spouse.
divorce. layoff. plant closing; or other such reason beyond the employee's control, the employee
and his/her dependents will be eligible to be reinstated in the County's health insurance plan.
Written notice must he provided to the Insurance Risk Manager hy the employee within 30 days
of the evenl which qualities such employee for re-entry into the plan. Thereafier. re-entry into
the employer's Plan shall be accomplished as soon as possible.
I f both spouses arc employed by the County, the County will pay It)r only one ( I ) family plan. or
if the carrier permits, two (2) single plans where appropriate and in no event will the Waiver. he
paid to either party.
SECTlON.f: EMPLOYEE CONTRIBUTION
All eligible employees hired after January I. 1990. shall be required to pay one hundred percent
(100%) of the health care premiums for the tirst six (6) months of County employment. The cost
\If the Niagara ('ounty Health Care Plan shall be the rates estahlished hy the Independent
Audit performed annually for the County of Niagara based on the prior year's actual cost.
Beginning the seventh (7th) month of County employment. the employee shall pay tifiy per cent
(50%) of the cost of any and all health care coverage.
Commencing the employee's sixth (6th) year of service and eal:h year thereafier. the employer
shall pay one hundred per cent (100%) of the cost of the health insurance program.
Should the employee elect not to join the health plan within thirty (30) days of eligibility. it is
understood that this election may be made on any succeeding open enrollment date.
rhe employee may choose the health insurance plan under this Article that provides the best
coverage and protection.
SECTION 5: RETIREES
Current employe~s shall be eligibl~ for Group Co. ~rage upon retirelll~nt frolll l:ontinuous full-
time service as follows:
COUNTY SERVICE EMPLOYEE COUNTY
I.ess than 10 \"Cars of service
10 years. but less than 15 years
15 years. but less than 20 years
100%
50%
25%
0%
JOG,;,
75'y"
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20 years or over 0% 100%
Retirement shall be delinc"d as retirement under the New York State Retirement System.
I'
The County shall provide the 1/60th plan retroactive to 1938. Commencing April I. 1971. the
County shall adopt Plan 75-G. with its Riders 41-J and 60-B. The County shall adopt Plan 7S-
I for all bargaining unit members in Tiers I and 2 of the New York State Retirement
System.
l!callh insurance for employees retiring on or atier January I, 1990. shall be the current Niagara
County Health Care Plan. a plan that succeeds and attempts to mirror the former Blue Cross
Select 90/91 Plan as it existed on December 31, 1994, said plan no longer in existence.
including Major Medical with the $1.00 co-pay for generic drugs and $5.00 co-pay for name
brand drugs.
All prior retirees will maintain health insurance based on the contract in force at the time of
retirement.
It is required, that as an on-going condition of eligibilil)' for medical insurance through the
Niagara County Health Care Plan, that a retired employee and/or the surviving spouse of a
retired employee must apply for and maintain Medicare Part A and Medicare Part B
conrage, if eligible.
Anyone currently having an exception of the above policy will be grandfathered into
whatever terms currentl)' apply.
Niagara Counl)' retirees, but not their spouses, will be reimbursed biannually for Medicare
Part B premiums,
SECTION 6: DISPUTE ADJUDICATION COMMlrl'EE:
A Claims Adjudication Committee composed of one County represc:ntative, one union
representative and one neutral will address employee claim disputes. The employer and union
agree that the following procedure will be used by participating employees in instances where a
processed claim is disputed or questions of duplicate coverage arise. limited to the following:
a. That the dollar amount paid on the claim by the Program is not in conformance
with established fee schedules. Diagnostic Related Groups (DRG's). network
established fees and or usual and customary charges.
h. That the rejection of the claim by the Program as a non-covered service is
incorrect.
SECTION 7: DISPUTE RESOI.UTION
The Dispute Adjudication Procedure is as follows:
I. Notice of a disputed claim or duplicate claim denial must be made within thirty (30)
working days from the date the participating employee receives processed claim by submitting a
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.claim dispute form to the Risk Manageml:nt Dl:partment. Within tWl:nty(20) working days. the
Risk Management Department shall revil:\v the claim and rendl:r its wriltt:n response to thl'
employee.
2. In the event that the dispute remains unresolved. the employee must submit the notice of
appeal form enclosed with the response to the Risk Management Department within twenty (20)
working days from the date the employee reel'ived the response from the Risk Management
Department.
3. The Adjudication Committee. composed of one representative selected by the employer
at its expense, one representative selected by the union at its expense, and one neutral selected by
both representatives with the expense shared equally by the union and the employer shall meet
monthly or at other times as may be detemlined appropriate by the Committee to review and
render a final. written decision on claims appeals madl' under number 2 above within ten (10)
working days from the date of its revil:w. The Committee shall not have jurisdiction or authority
to adp to, modify, detract from or alter in any way the provision~ nf the Program. this Article or
any amendment or supplcment thereto.
"
ARTICLE XVII
SAFETY AND DISCRIMINATION
SECTION I: SAFETY
The County shall continue to make reasonable and necessary provisions for the safety and health
of its employees during hours of employment. All emplnyees covered by this Agreement shall
cooperate in the implementation of all such reasonable and necessary safety and health
provisions. It is recognized as being the mutual obligation of the County and thl: Union to assist
in the elimination and prevention of unsafe and unhealthy working conditions and practices. and
jointly to assist in the prevention of accidents. Any violation of this provision shall be reported to
the department head for revie\v. If such reported violation is not resolved, a Labor Management
meeting shall be held upon request within ten (10) days.
SECTION 2: DISCRIMINATION
The parties to this Agreement agree that they shall not discriminate against any person becausl:
of race. creed. color, sex. or age.
.
ARTICLE XVIII
DEPARTMENT LABOR MANAGEMENT MEETING
In an c:flort to improve labor management relations. should employee relations problems arise in
a depa~ment, the department head or the designated CSEA representative may request, through
the Human Resour~es Director; a meeting to discuss such problems. This meeting should be
scheduled \vilhin tifteen (15) working days of the request for the meeting.
..
['he part) requesting this meet!ng should submit a list of problems to he discussed prior to the
meeting. It is clearly understood that these meetings are not grievance meetings and no active
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grievances will be discussed.
ARTICLE XIX
REOUIRED STATEMENT
SECTION I: LAW ENFORCEMENT
If any Article or a part thereof of this Agreement or any addition thereto should be decided as in
violation of any Federal or State law or if adherence to or enforcement of any Article or part
thereof should be restrained by a court of law, the remaining Articles of the Agreement or any
addition thereto shall not be affected.
SECTION~: DECISION
If a determination or decision is made as per Section
"'I" of this Article, the original parties to
this Agreement shall convene immediately for the purposes of negotiating a satisfactory
replacement for such Article or part thereof.
SECTION 3: LEGISLATIVE ACTION
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES TflAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING HIE
ADI>ITlONAL FUNDS THEREFOR SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL TI.IE
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
ARTICLE XX
COMPLETE AGREEMI':NT
SECTION I: PROPOSALS
The County and the Association acknowledge that during the negotiations which resulted in this
Agreement. each had the unlimited right and opportunity to make proposals with respect to any
subject or matter not removed by law from the area of collective negotiations.
SECTION 2: AMENDMENT
rhe foregoing wnstitutes the entire Agreement between the parties and, no verbal statement or
other agreement in whatever form except an amendment tn this Agreement. in writing annexed
hereto and specifically designated as an amendment to this Agreement. shall supersede or vary.
SECTION 3: MODIFICATION
This Agreerm:nt may not be modified in whole or in part by the parties except by an instrument
in writing dul~ executed by both parties to this Agreement.
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ARTICLE XXI
LAYOfF PROCEDURE
NON-COMPETITIVE AND LABOR CLASS
SECTION I: SENIORITY DEfiNITION
Seniority shall be defined as the length of continuous service with the County.
SECTION 2: LAYOFF
For layoff purposes an employee's seniority shall dctcrmine the order to he followed. Ilowcvcr.
before any permanent incumbent is laid ofT in any department or institution, in a given job
classification, all temporary, provisional. or probationary employees in that department or
institution, in that job classification, shall be laid off firstin that order. Having laid off all these
employees, the employee with the least seniority in the job classification shall be.:the lirst to be.:
laid off until the total number of employees required to decrease forces shall be e.:stablishe.:d.
Ilaving exhausted seniority in the current title.the laid off employee.: shall exercise seniority to
displace an employce with lesser seniority in lowcr rated job titlesin a direct line of promotion
or demotion or in other job titlcspreviously held. Recall shall be in the inverse order of layoff.
SECTION 3: CONTINUOUS SERVICE
As used in the above paragraph, continuous service includes only those.: fll.:riods when the
employecison theCounty'sactivc payroll and thoseperiodswhcn an employee is:
a.
b.
on leaveof absence;
on layoff;
absent from and unable to perform the duties of his/her position by reason of
disability resulting from occupational injury or disease:
such other periods of service.if any, as the Civil Se.:rvice I.aw requires to he
treated as part of the employee's continuous service.
c.
d.
SECTION 4: LOSS OF SENIORITY
Subject to the applicable provisions of the Civil Service Law. if any. an cmployee loses seniority
only when oneormore of the following occurs:
b.
employee resigns (unless reinstated within the period permitted by any provision
of the Civil Service Law applicable);
employee is discharged;
employee retires;
employee refuses recall.
a.
c.
d.
SECTION 5: HIRING PRIORITY
t,
If two or more employees are hired or appointed on the same date, relative seniority shall be in
the order of hiring or appointment as the case may be, by the appointing or hiring official.
.
I.,
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SECTION 6: RECALL LIST
The laid off employee will be placed on a recall list for any positions lor recall for a period of up
to lour (4) years.
SECTION 7: BUMPING PRIVILEGE
In the event of a layoff where the employee may not wish to bump into a job held by a junior
employee. the employee will be entitled to be processed as being laid off and placed on the recall
list.
SECTION 8: ACCUMULATED VACATION
An employee who is laid off shall have all accumulated vacation paid at the time of layoff.
SECTION 9: RECALL PRIORITY
Whenever a vacancy occurs in a class title within the County. employees who arc on layoff in
that class title shall be recalled in accordance with seniority in the reverse order of layoff.
II'a \'acant:y ot:curs in a title where no employee in that class title in the County has recall rights.
then the laid off employee with the most seniority will be recalled if l/ualified to do the work
and. if nol. the next senior employec will be recalled.
Recall rights for employees on layoff will exist for four (4) years from the date of last layoff.
SECTION 10: LAYOFF NOTICE
In the cvent the County plans to layoff employees. the County shall meet with CSEA to revie\\
sut:h anticipated layoff at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to the date such action is to occur.
Employees to be laid off will have fourteen (14) calendar days' notice of layoff.
ARTICLE XXII
SALARY INCREASES
Effective January I, 1999, each employee covered under this Agreement shall receive an
inc~ease in 1998 salary and hourly rate of $ .64 per hour. Such increase shall be added to the
1998 salary and hourly rate of eat:h employee as well as to the 1998 salary and hourly rate
schedules. Each employee due an increment shall receive such increment in accordance with the
appropriate contractual provisions.
Effective January I, 2000. each employee covered under this Agreement shall receive an
increase in 1999 salary al~d hourly rate of four percent (4%). Such increase shall be added to the
1999 salary and hourly rate of each employee as well as to the 1999 salary and hourly rate
schedules. Each employee due an increment shall receive such increment in accordance with the
appropriate contractual provisions.
Effective January I, 2001. each employee covered under this Agrt:ement shall ret:eive an
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increase in 2000 salary and hourly rate or four percent (4%). Such increase shall be added to the
2000 salary and hourly rate or each employee as well as to the 2000 salary and hourly rate
schedules. Each employee due an increment shall receive such increment in accordance with the
appropriate contractual provisions.
Effective January I. 2002. each employee covered under this Agreement shall receive an
increase in 2001 salary and hourly rate of four percent (4%). Such increase shall be added to the
2001 salary and hourly rate of each employee as well as to the 2001 salary and hourly rate
schedules. Each employee due an increment shall receive such increment in accordance with the
appropriate contractual provisions.
~.
ARTICLE XXIII
EMPLOYEE LIABILITY
a. Notwithstanding any inconsisteni provision of law. general. special or local. the
County agrees to save harmless all members of the bargaining unit from financial loss arising out
of the defense against any claim, demand or sui't by reason of alleged negligence provided such
employee. at the time of the alleged negligence. was al:ting in the disd1arge or duties. within the
scope of employment. The County shall not tic suhjel:t to the duty imposed by this provision
.
unless such employee shall. within ten (10) days of the time served with any summons.
complaint. process. notice. demand or pleading, deliver the original or a copy or the same to the
Director of Personnel or any other person designated by the wunty for receipt hereunder.
h. Any action/incident which an employee reasonably believes may lead to a claim
against the employee or the County must be reported. in writing. hy that employee to the
immediate supervisor within seventy-two (72) hours.
c. Any employee involved in any action/incident which may be the subject of
litigation must cooperate with the County Attorney's office in all respects. Such employee must
respond promptly to letters. must appear for interviews. hearings, and examinations as requested
by the County Attorney's office or its retained I:ounsel. .
d. The County shall be under no obligation hereunder where it is shown that the
cause of any damage or injury was due to the negligent or reckless conduct of the employee hy a
court of competent jurisdiction or any other means mutually agreeable by the Union and the
County.
ARTICLE XXIV
DEFERRED COMPENSATION PLAN AND FLEXIBI.E SPENDING ACCOUNT
Any and all members of this Bargaining Unit may avail thl:mselws or the existing deferred
compensation plan I:urrently in effect in Niagara County. Said plan is to be administered by
Equi-Comp. Niagara County agrees to make any and all adjustments to payroll to allow
participation of Bargaining Unit members in the availahk plan.
"
lIpon ratification of this agreement the parties shall Illeet to discuss and establish an Internal
Revenue Servil:e Section 125 Flexible Spending Account Plan. Said Plan shall be made available
to all Bargaining (Init Employees. -,
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Effectivc January 1,2000 or as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter, but not later than
March I, 2000, the County will deposit, in a flexible spending account, $100 per emplo)'ee
to be used for only Optical and/or Dental care.
Effective January I, 200 I, the Count)' will deposit, in a flexible spending account, $150 per
employee to be used for only Optical and/or Dental care.
Effective January I, 2002, the County will deposit, in a flexible spending account, $200 per
employee to be used for only Optical and/or Dental care.
If any of the money in the account is unused at the end of the calendar year it will revert to
the Count)'. .
ARTICLE XXV
PERSONNEL FILES
Personnel liks for the County shall contain only information relating to an employee's
attendance amI work performance.
The County and the Union recognize the imponance of personnel records to both the employee
and the County. The County and the Union agree that nothing of a derogatory nature will be
entered in an employee's personnel record tile unless a written copy is given to the employee.
and the employee will be allowed to respond in writing and sllch written response will he
attached to the material in the tile. Information concerning an employee's work performance
and/or attendance which is on file in an employee's personnel file will be made available \() an
employee on a three (3) day request (one request per month) and the depanment head will issue a
wrillen statement thi,lt the material shown to the employee constitutes the entire material
requested.
ARTICLE XXVI
REASONABLE SUSPICION DRUG AND/OR
ALCOHOL TESTING POLICY
ALCOHOL AND .l>RUG TESTING REQUIREMENTS
In accordance with this agreement, all employees covered by this bargaining unit are now
subject only to reasonable suspicion testing for drugs and alcohol. The drugs that will be
subject to this testing are Marijuana, Cocaine, Amphetamines, Opiates (including heroin)
and Phencyclidine (PCP).
Testing will only be ordered if a trained I>epartment Head has reasonable suspicion that an
employee has engaged in prohibited use of drugs and/or alcohol.
Emph»)'ees' alcohol and drug test results and records will be maintained under strict
confidentialit)' by Niagara County, the drug testing laboratory, the alcohol testing facility.
and the medic~,1 review officer. The results cannot be released to any party except a
substance ahuse professional without the written consent of the employee. Statistical
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records and reports will be maintained by Niagara County and the alcohol and drug
testing provider. Records concerning an employee's treatment for alcoholism, or drug
related problems shall remain separate from other personnel files.
Refusing to submit to an alcohol or illegal drug test may result in disciplinary action. Any
violation of this agreement by a covered employee may be grounds for disciplinary action
in a progressive manner.
No employee shall use, distribute, dispense, possess or manufacture any illegal drugs on a
job site or county propert)' while on duty or while in a County owned vehicle, a vehicle
leased for County business, or a privately owned vehicle being used for county business
during the employee's work hours. '1
The Director of Human Resources or his/her designee shall arrange for training of all
J)epartment Heads who may be utilized to determine "reasonable suspicion".
J)EPARTMENT HEAD RESPONSIBILITIES
J)epartment Heads are responsible for participating in a certified training program
appn)\'ed b}' the EAP Administrator to include the following:
I. J)epartment lIeads are responsible for determining, through direct obsl'n'ation,
whether an emplo)'ee is capable of performing his/her assigned duties. Symptoms of
being under the influence of alcohol and drugs include incoherent or belligerent speech,
smell of alcohol, difficult)' working, or erratic or unusual behavior uncommon to the
employee will constitute reasonable suspicion.
The Director of Human Resources shall ensure that all employees covered by this
agreement receive a copy of this Count)' policy and educational materials that explain
the requirements of the drug and alcohol testing procedures prior to the start of alcohol
and illegal substance testing. Union Representatives shall also be notified of the
distribution of this information.
2. Employees who are.suspected of being unfit for duty may not remain at the workplace.
Such incidents and situations as described in #1 should be witnessed and documented in
writing immediately. Clearly, an employee who is impaired should not he allowed 10
drive home from the workplace. (see #4 for further direction).
3. Employees who are suspected of being unfit for duty as a result of alcohol or drug use
may be directed for reasonable suspicion based drug and/or alcohol testing.
~. After reasonable suspicion testing issues have been resolved, the employee ma)' arrange
transportation home with a member of his/her family or a friend of the employee or in a
taxi at the employee's expense. If all other alternatives are exhausted, a Department'
Head may allow an employee to be driven home in a County vehicle.
S. The fact that an employee, allegedly under the.influence of alcohol or drugs, was not
allowed to remain at work is not considered a disciplinary suspension. The employee
will be paid for the day in full without charge to accruals. After removal is achieved Ihe
.
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Uepartment Head will 'review whether disciplinary charges and suspension or other
administrath'e actions are appropriate. Each situation will be evaluated on a case-by-
case, basis.
COUNTY RF:SPONSIBILlTF:S
It is the Poliq of Niagara Count)' that:
I. A drug and alcohol free workplace be maintained through the efforts and personal
examples of management.
'.
2. All employees and Department Heads understand its Drug-Free Workplace policies and
nrug Testing Procedures. Niagara County will also train Department Heads how to
recognize behaviors that indicate reasonable suspicion for requesting drug and/or
alcohol tests.
]. The Count)' of Niagara or its agents will not harass its employees with regard to this
policy. Copies of any documentation relating to this policy will be made available to the
union upon the written request of the employee affected.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Testing will be performed by an outside agenC)', in order that impartialit), and
confidentiality arc ensured. Both the drug and alcohol tests will be conducted by certified
prufessionals. In both instances, confirmation tests will be conducted should the initial test
pron positive. In the case of alcohol testing, all testing shall be done by breathalyzer,
and/or blood test. In the case of the drug test, specimen collection may be obsen'ed if the
testing agency deems it necessary, and all specimens will be separated into two (2) samples.
If the initial sample is positive, then the employee has the right to request that the split
sample be tested at a laboratory of his/her choosing (within 72 hours of being notified by
the Medical Review Offieer),' at the employee's expense. However, if the results of the
second test show the initial test results to be a false positi\'e, the Count)' will assume the cost
of the second test and the employee will be reimbursed for any work time lost based on
action taken on the first sample results. The County shall pa)' all costs associated with the
administration of the alcohol tests.
All time spent administering testing, including travel time, will be paid at the
employee's regular rate of pay, or at their overtime rate if applicable. Employees will be
on payrull up to the time that a positin test has occurred.
POSITIVF: TEST RESULTS
If the employee tests positi\'e, they will be provided with information available for
an Employee Assistance Program.
For a first occasion, in lieu of discipline, an employee who tests positive under this
agreemcnt may volunteer to submit to an evaluation through EAP which will screen the
employee and may make a determination if treatment will be necessary. If additional
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treatment is necessary peri,odic reports on the employee's progress and/or compliance will
be made to the County. Failure by the employee to comply with the rehabilitation program
could result in diseiplinary action.
Positive test results for an employee shall be defined as refusal to take a drug or
alcohol test, refusal to give a sample, or positive test results as determinell by testing and
confirmatio~. The following lists th~ consequential actions concomitant with positive
results: .
POSITIVE TEST
ALCOHOL (concentration of .08 or greater)
a. First Instance: Voluntary EAP
b. Second Instance: Written reprimand and manllatory EAP
c. Third Instance: Thirf)' (30) days suspension and mandator)' EAP
ll. Fourth Instance: Termination (within two (2) )'ears of the thirll instance)
DRUGS: MARIJUANA, COCAINE, AMPHETAMINES, OI)IATES (inclulling HEROIN),
PHENCYCLIDINE (PCP):
a. First Instance: Mandator)' EAP
b. Second Instance: Thirty (30) days suspension and mandator)' EAP
c. Third Instance: Termination (within two (2) years of the second
instance)
Accruals - An employee who is absent from work as a result of a positive h~st or as a
result of his or her undergoing treatment in an EAP sponsored rehabilitation program will
be allowed to use any leave time pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement, in
accordance with the regulations ,and restrictions contai~ed within the current bargaining
agreement.
Nothing in this policy is to be construed as a denial of rights guaranteed by the Collective
Bargaining Agreement except those of this policy which supersede State or Federal Law.
Any discipline that may result from a violation of the alcohol and drug policies shall be
subject to the Discharge and Discipline provisions of the collective bargaining agreement.
Thc Union President shall be immediately provided a complete listing of all bargaining
unit members who are tested. The Union may thereafter review any negath'e reasonable
suspicion testin'g. Such review shall be through the contract's grievance and arhitration
mechanism. Each such question should be initiated by the Union directly at Stage 3.
Should an arbitrator ultimately determine that there was bad faith on the part of the
I>epartment Head who initiated the reasonable suspicion test, or that he/she otherwise
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acted in an arbitrary or capricious manner, the arbitrator may award the employee
involved up to one-day's pay at hislher regular straight time rate, and any other penalty
deemed appropriate by the arbitrator.
IN SUMMARY
Niagara County agrees that it shall not unilaterally act to change tbe terms or procedures
encompassed within this policy.
THE TESTING POLICY WILL NOT GO INTO EFFECT UNTIL THE COUNTY HAS
AN EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM IN PLACE.
Date:~
';tt?L/ Jlih-v8
LINDA GIBBONS. PRES. NIAGARA
COUNTY UNIT OF CSEA
LOCAL #832
Date: -I~/?/ft-
~)
~I / J;'/Ul"," ,.
ROBERT L. SCHUMAN
MANAGER
-
LABOR RELATIONS
Date: dJb~ Date: 3/t t / d-C,'C'r}
APPROVED: ,...-
NIAGARA -COUNTYArfORNEY
(' ( ;.' .'/ -:-( , ~ ( ......;" ,; ,.,'By ,/, ,( j
.'
:
( l \' _
,
I
: I
'7~~)c~
VINCENT SICARI
LABOR RELA nONS SPECIALIST
Date: ;f ::, ;'-, Date: _ 3/;';/2CVd
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Attachment I
NIAGARA COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES PAGER PA YMENT
CPS employees who are required to carry a pager shall receive the following amounts weekly:
effecti ve January I. 1999. the rate wi II be $695.84
effective January 1.2000. the rate will be $723.67
effective January L 2001. the rate will be $752.62
effective January L 2002 the rate will be $782.72
Future increases to be based upon percentage increases in CSEA Contract.
CPS workers shall be paid as follows:
,
I. The lirst live (5) hours of CPS work (hours between the 35th through the 40th
hour) are included in the pager payment.
2. All hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours. will be paid at the appropriate
time and one-half ( 1-1/2) rate.
Compensatory Time
-
Non CPS Work
I, CPS workers shall have the option of receiving compensatory time at straight time
or receiving payment at straight time for hours worked between the 35th through the 40th hour
for Non-CPS Work.
CPS employees will receive the pager payment in the next pay period alier being on the
pager,
CPS Pager Work Week and Schedule
rhe Pager week is considered to start at the end of normal Friday work day and continue until
the following Friday end of work day for the purpose of computation of overtime,
The Pager list will be established by Seniority on a rotational basis with the most Senior person
at the top of the list. The list shall encompass all case worker titles. All new employees will be
added to the bottom of the list upon entrance to a case worker title. CPS unit regardless of
Seniority date.
No CPS employee will be required to perform pager duties more than li"e (5) times in any
calendar year.
II'an employee requests to be removed from pager rotation on a speci lie occurrence. the Director
of Social Services shall canvass second list of volunteers' who request 10 work additional
coverage. Said list will be established on a Seniority basis and will be rotah:d in accordance with
above list. If an employee refuses to accept additional pager time. it will be counted as an
acceptance. The list of volunteers will consist of current CPS case workers.
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Attachment 2
NIAGARA COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENT WITH INFUSION THERAPY TEAM
NURSES AND SUPERVISORS
Supervisors and Infusion Therapy Nurses carrying a pager will receive reimbursement at the rate
of $1.00 for each hour of assigned on-call time. Calculate the actual hours the pager is carried
each day or part of day according to the schedule.
Phone Calls: Overtime will be reimbursed for actual time worked with a minimum of one-half
(1/2) hour per call wht:n phone calls arc taken or made in di fferent hal I' hours. Sen~ral calls may
be transacted in the same half hour. giving a total of one-half (1/2) hour worked. For each one-
half (] /2) hour of time worked. one-half (1/2) hour of pager pay will be deducted.
Previously planned visits will be portal to portal after working hours. If Nurses arc "called uut"
alier wurking hours on weekdays. a minimum of two (2) hours will be granted. If called out
hetwet:n II :00 P.M. and 6:00-A.M. on weekdays. an additional two (2) hours sleep time will he
granted the next day.
On weekends. the Infusion Therapy Nurses will receive the same reimbursement as regular
nursing staff wurking weekends with the minimum of fuur (4) hours fur the planned visits and
four (4) hours extra iI' "called out."
Any hours gained un the weekend will he subtracted from the $48.00 weekend pager pa).
EXAMPI.E: If Infusion Therapy Nurse did not make any calls and carried the pager on the
weekend. earnings would he $48.00.
If Infusion Therapy Nurse made two (2) separate calls on the weekend. this would bc deductible
from the $48.00 (48
- 8 =40). Earnings would be $40.00.
All hours worked shall be paid in accordance with the appropriate contract la~guage.
Attachment 3
ROAD MAINTENANCE SlIPERVISOR-HIGIIWA Y
Road Maintenance Supervisors-Highway required by the County in the performance of his or her
duties to carry signaling device such its a pager pr beeper shall receive $1.00' per hour for each
hour the employee is required to carry such device.
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APPEND[X A
35 HOUR WEEK
1999 - C.S.E.A. IIOURLY RATES - $ .M/IIOUR [NCREASE
GROUP STEP [ STEP II STEP III STEP IV STEP V STEP VIII
$10.85 $11.13 $11.37 $11.64 $11.91 $12.18
II [ 1.15 1[.43 11.67 11.96 12.25 12.53
III 11.52 11.7CJ 12.15 12.39 [2.70 12.95
IV 11.90 12.19 12.50 12.77 13.10 13.39
V 12.3CJ [2.70 13.01 13.33 13.67 13.99'
V[ 12.91 13.27 13.66 14'(J2 14.41 14.81
VII 13.60 1.t.Ol 14.4X 14.92 15.36 15.82
VIII 14.36 14.86 15.34 15.84 16.33 16.81
[X 15.59 16.11 16.65 17.20 17.74 18.28
X 16.XO 17.39 17.99 18.57 19.16 19.72
XI 18.37 18.98 19.64 20.27 20.91 21.49
XII 1CJ.80 20.52 21.18 21.83 22.52 23.20
XIII 2'1.43 22.13 22.83 23.53 24.25 24.97
XIV 23.38 24.17 24.97 25.74 26.52 27.31
XV 25.08 25.98 26.85 27.72 28.57 29.43
XVI 27.37 28.26 29. [7 30.08 30.98 31.89
I -~---~ ~~~--~--
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APPEND[X 13
35 I.[OUR WEEK
2000 - C.S.E.A. HOURL Y RATES
-
4% INCREASE
(,ROllI' STEP I STEP II STEP [[I STEP IV STEP V STEP VIII
$11.28 $11.58 . $11.82 $12.11 $12.39 $12.67
II 11.60 11.89 12.14 12.44 12.74 13.03
III 11.98 12.26 12.64 12.89 13.21 13.47
IV 12.38 12.68 13.00 13.28 13.62 13.93
V 12.89 13.21 13.53 13.86 14.22 14.55
VI 13.43 13.80 14.21 14.58 [4.99 15.40
VII 14.14 14.58 15.06 15.52 15.97 16,45
VIII 14.93 15,45 15.95 16.47 16.98 17.4X
IX 16.21 16.75 17.32 17.89 18.45 19.01
X 17,47 18.0!) 18.71 19.31 19.93 2051
XI 19.10 19.74 20.43 21.08 21 75 n.35
XII 20.59 21.34 22.03 22.70 23.42 24.13
XIII 22.29 23.02 23.74 24.4 7 25.22 2597
XIV 24.32 25.14 25.97 26.77 27.58 2840
XV 26.08 27.02 27.92 28.83 29.71 30.61
XVI 28.46 29.39 30.34 31.28 32.22 33.17
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APPENDIX C
35 HOUR WEEK.
2001 -C.S.E.A.HOURL Y RATES - 4% INCREASE
GROUP STEP I STEP II STEPIII STEP IV STEP V STEP VIII
$] 1.71 $12.04 $12.29 $12.59 $12.8Q $13.18
II 12.06 12.37 12.63 12.94 13.25 13.55
III 12.46 12.75 13.15 13.41 13.74 14.01
IV 12.88 13.IQ 13.52 13.81 14.16 14.49
V 13.41 13.74 14.07 14.41 14.79 15.13
VI 1:..Q7 14.35 14.78 15.16 15.59 16.02
VII 14.71 15.16 15.66 16.14 16.61 17.11
VII 15.53 16.07 16.59 17.13 17.66 18.18
IX 16.86 17.42 18.01 18.61 19.19 Il),7 7
X 18.17 18.81 19.46 20.08 20.73 21.33
XI 19.86 20.53 21.25 21.92 22.62 23.24
XII 21.41 22.IQ 22.91 23.61 24.36 25.10
XIII 23.18 23.Q4 24.69 25.45 26.2:1 27.01
XIV 25.29 26.15 27.01 27.84 28.68 2Q.54
XV 27.12 28.10 29.04 29.98 30.90 31.83
XVI 29.60 30.57 31..55 32.53 33.51 34.50
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APPENDIX D
35 I.IOUR WEEK
2002
-
C.S.E.A. HOURI. Y RATES - 4% INCREASE
GROUP STEP I STEP II STEP III STEP IV STEP V STEP VIII
$12.20 $12.52 $12.78 $13.09 $13.41 $13.71
II 12.54 12.87 13.14 13.46 13.78 14.09
III 1'2.96 13.26 13.68 13.95 14.29 14.57
IV 13.40 13.72 14.06 14.36 14.73 15.07
V 1.1.95 14.29 14.63 14.99 15.38 15.74
VI 14.53 14.92 15.37 15.77 16.21 16.66
VII 15.30 15.77 16.29 16.79 17.27 17.79
VIII 16.15 16.71 17.25 17.82 18.37 18.91
IX 17.53 18.12 18.73 19.35 19.96 20.56
X 18.90 19.56 20.24 20.88 21.56 22.18
XI 20.65 21.35 n.lo 22.80 23.52 24.17
XII 22.27 23.08 23.83 24.55 25.33 26.10
XIII 24.11 24.90 25.68 26.4 7 27.28 28.09
XIV 26.30 27.20 28.09 28.95 29.83 30.72
XV 28.20 29.22 30.20 31.18 32.14 33.10
XVI 30.78 J 1.79 32.81 33.83 34.85 35.88
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APPENDIX E
~OIIOlJR Wr':EK
1999
-
C.S.E.A. IIOLJRLY RATES - $ .64/I.IOUR INCREASE
TITLE STEP I S rEP II STEP III STEP IV STEP V STEP VIII
WATER TREA TMENT
PLANT OPERA TOR
TRAINEE
$12.75 $13.04 $13.33 $13.73 $14.15 $14.47
WATER TREATMENT
PLANT OPERATOR
lYPE"A" PLANT 15.97 16.43 16.86 17.34 17.82 18.25
MAINTI~NANCE IIIGHW A Y
SUPERVISOR 15.37 15.88 16.33 16.80 17.:W 17.75
rRAITIC & SIGN
SUPERVISOR 15.37 15.88 16.33 16.80 17.30 17.75
ROAD MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR -IIIGI-IWAYI5.J7 15.88 16.33 16.80 17.30 1775
WORK RELIEF PROGRAM
CREW SUPERVISOR 15.37 15.88 16.33 16.80 17.30 17.75
WORKRELIEFPROGRAM
CREW I.EAOERS 12.75 13.04 13.33 13.73 14.15 1447
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APPENDIX F
40 HOUR WEEK
:2000
- C.S.E.A. HOURL Y RATES .- 4% INCREASE
rtTLE STEP I STEP II STEP III STEP IV STEP V STEP VIII
WATER TREATMENT
PLANT OPERATOR
rRAINEE $13.26 $13.56 $13.86 $14.28 $14.72 $IS.05
WATER TRI:A rMENT
PLANT OPERATOR
TYPE
"A" PLANT '16.61 17.09 .17.53 18.03 18.53 18.98
MAINTENANCE III(iIIWA Y
SUPER VISOR 15.98 16.52 16.98 17.47 17.99 18.46
!"RAFFIC & SI(iN
SUPER VISOR 15.98 16.52 16.98 17.47 I7.C)l) IS.46
ROAD MAIN rJ':NANn:
SUPERVISOR
-
III(iIlWI\ Y 15.98 16.52 16.98 17.47 17.99 18.46
WORK RELIEF PROGRAM
CREW SUPERVISOR 15.98 16.52 16.98 17.47 17.99 18.46
WORK RELIU: PROGRAM
CREW LEADER 13.26 13.56 13.86 14.28 14.72 15.05
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APPENDIX Ci
40 IIOlJR WITK
2001 . C.S.E.A. HOURLY RATES. 4% INCREASE
TITLE SlEPI STEP II STEP III STEP IV STEP V STEP VIII
WATERTREATMENT .i
PLANT OPERATOR
TRAINEE $13.79 $14.10 $14.41 $14.85 $15.31 $15.65 I
WATER TREATMENT
PLANT OPERATOR
TYPE "A" PLANT 17.27 17.77 18.23 18.75 19.27 19.74
MAINTENANCI: III(iIiWA Y
SUPERVISOR I().6~ 17.18 I7.()() 11<.17 18.71 19.20
TRAFFIC & SICiN
SUPERVISOR 16.62 17.18 17.66 18.17 18.71 19.20
ROAD MAINTENANCE
SUPERVISOR - IIleillW AY 16.62 17.18 17.()6 18.17 18.71 1<).20
WORK REI.IFF PRO(iRAM
CREW SUPERVISOR 16.62 17.18 17.66 18.17 18.71 19.20
WORK RELIEF PROGRAM
CREW LEADER 1J. 7lJ 14.10 14.41 14.85 15.31 15.65
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APPENDIX II
40 I.IOUR WEEK
2002 - C.S.E.A. HOUR'L Y RATES
-
4% INCREASE
TITLE STEP I STEP [I STEP II [ STEP IV STEP V STEP VIII
WATER TREA (MENT
PI.ANT OPERATOR
TRAINEE $14.34 $14.66 $14.99 $15.44 $15.92 $16.28
WATER TREATMENT
PLANT OPERATOR
TYPE "A" PLANT 17.96 18.48 18.96 19.50 20.04 20.53
MAINTENANCE (IIGHW AY
SUPERVISOR 17.28 17.87 18.37 18.90 19.46 19.97
/"RAFFIC & SI(jN
SUPER VISOR 17.28 17.87 I!U7 18.90 19.46 19.97
ROA() MAINTENANCE
S\II'ERVISOR .1I1(iIlWAY 17.28 17.87 18.37 18.90 19.46 19.97
WORI( RELIEF PR()(jRAM
CRI~\\' S\ 'PER VISOR 17.28 17.87 I!U7 18.90 19.46 19.97
WORI( REl.IEF PR()(jRAM
CREW I.I'.:\I>ER 14.34 14.66 14.99 15.44 15.92 16.28
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APPENDIX I
NIAGARA COUNTY
C. S. E. A. APPENDIX
LISTING OF JOB TITI.ES AND GROUPS
JOB GROUP I 'j
006 Co-Case Manager
005 Co-Case Manager pIt
003 Ilcad Van Driver
JOB GROUP II
OOH Assistant Photostat Recording Operator
JOB GROUP III
()I~
007
020
021
016
02~
010
1112
025
026
1127
024
02H
O~I
030
0)4
035
tn8
002
040
042
014
015
043
792
Aging Services Aide
Aids Case Management Aide
Clerk
Clerk pIt
Community Services Aide
Dictating Machine Operator (Blind)
Ilome Health Aide
(Iome Management Worker
Mail Clerk
Medical Clerk
Medical Record Clerk
Medical Record Clerk pIt
Messenger
Messenger pit
Microfilm Operator
Occupational Therapy Aide
Occupational Therapy Aide pIt
Senior Library Clerk
Speech Clinic Aide
Telephone Operator
Transcribing Typist
Typist
Typist pit
Ward Clerk
800 Tourist Line Leader
'j
JOB GROUP IV
--
046 Account Clerk
OS) Account Clerk pit "1
54.
048
05\
050
059
054
056
24\
067
085
045
049
029
064
066
065
068
069
075
Account Clerk Typist
Account Clerk Typist pit
Activity Leader
Assistant Multilith Machine Op..:rator
Bookkeeping Machin..: Operator
Chief Machine Op..:rator
Computer Operator Assistant
Data Entry Operator
Data Processing Control Clerk
Energy Assistam:e Wurker pit
Energy Assistanc..: Worka
l :gal Stenograph..:r
Senior Clerk
Senior Typist
Senior Typist pit
Stenographer
Stenographer pit
Youth Employment Aid..:
JOB GROUP V
076
.115
116
082
083
084
OH8
086
001
004
OR7
090
094
\00
\0\
104
\05
106
110
112
107
092
113
114
Account ("Ierk Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Buokk..:epa pit
Cash Account Clak
Certi tied Occupational Therapy Assistant
Computer Operator
District Attornc,. ("ourt Assistant
Document Clerk
Drug Abuse Aidc*
I>rug Abuse Aide p/t*
Engineering Cbk-Typist
1.lead Clean..:r Davs
Junior Engineering Aid..:
Motor Vehicle R..:pr..:s..:ntativ..: pit
Motor Vehicle Representative
Payroll Clerk
Pharmacy A ide
Photostat Recording Operator
. Purchasing Clerk
Senior File Index l"bk
Sheriff Record Clerk
Stock Clerk
Tax Clerk
Title Searcher
. Title moved from Job Group III to Joh Group V cfTective 110I12000
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JOB GROllI' VI
122
124
109
129
123
135
134
125
133
047
155
140
099
098
097
144
131
060
150
148
136
185
108
176
153
152
157
154
156
158
151
160
162
164
Assistant Dietician
Audit Clerk
Central Supply Coord.
Dietician Technician
District Attorney Management Systems Coordinator
Document and Mortgage Tax CIt:rk
Document Clerk - Cashier
Environmental Research Technician
Environmental Health Aide
Highway Dispatcher
Insurance Program Assistant
Inventorv Clerk .
l.icensed Practical Nurse pIt
Licensed Practical Nurse
Licensed Practical Nurse/ilcalth
Mosquito Equipment Operator
Motor Vehicle Representative II
Multilith Machine Operator
Principal Lihrary Clerk
Principal Clerk
Puhlic Ilcalth Technician
Puhlic Ilealth Investigator
Purchasing Assistant
Real Property Inlormation Clerk
Senior Account Clerk -Typist
Senior Account Clerk
Senior Energy Assistance Worker
Senior Stenographer
Senior Title Searcher
Social Welfare Examiner 1.2
Sr. Energy Assistance Worker pIt
Support Investigator 1.2
Tax Map Technician
Youth Bureau Counselor
JOB GROUP VII
166
193
137
172
168
142
194
181
183
Assessment Supervisor
Care Svs. Coord.
- Ell'
Charge Nurse
-
LPN
Chief Tax Clerk
Deputy Municipal Director of Weights & Measures II
I.aboratory Technician
Physical Therapy Ass!.
Principal Stenographer
Senior ('omputer Operator
56
165
186
187
163
167
190
191
192
Social Welfare Examiner 3. 4. 5. 8
Stenographic Secretary
Stenographic Secretary pit
Support Investigator 3, 4. 5. 8
Tourism Information Specialist
Youth Bureau Outreach Worker
Youth Bureau Worker
Youth Bureau Public Relations Coordinator
JOB GROUP VIII
197
198
196
195
17.t
210
205
230
175
211
223
Administrative Officer (Niagara Falls)
Administrative and Resources Unicer
Administrative Officer (Lockport)
Case Manager
Certified Alcoholism Counselor.
Community Mental Health Aide
Computer Programmer Trainee
Construction Inspector
I>rug Abuse Counselor..
Employment and Training Assistant
Environmental Management Coordinator
Financial Investigator
Grand Jury Stenographer
(jraphics Technician
Operating Training Officer
-
Civil Defense
Personal Care Services Supervisor
Principal Audit Clerk
Principal Account Clerk
rubl ic Ilcalth Tcchnician II
Records Management Coordinator
Senior Engineering Aide
Senior Data Entry Operator
Senior Social Welfare Examiner
Senior Support Investigator
Veterans Service Officer
Work Experience Program Aide
20X
058
2(J1)
212
21.>
215
214
207
103
111
151)
227
161
22X
19q
. Titles moved from Job Group VII to Job Group VIII elTective 1/01/2000.
JOB GROUP IX
--
2XO
261
169
229
23X
244
25X
Accounting Supervisor of Employment &
Assistant Bacteriologist
Budget Clerk
Buver
Caseworker I. 2
Deputy Civil Defense Director
Employment & Training Counselor
lraining
57
260
264
266
141
232
275
272
218
319
273
267
204
276
Employmcnt & Training Coordinator
Gcncral Mechanic
I-Iome Economist 1.2
Junior Planner
Maintenance Supenrisor Buildings & Grounds
Micro-Computer Coordinator
. Municipal Director of Weights & Measurc
Registered Professional NlIrsc
Registcred Professional Nurse - Jail
Senior Financial Investigator
Social Work Assistant
Sr. Insurance Program Assistant
Supervisor of Central Oflicc Servil:cs
JOB GROUP X
"298
299
262
284
286
240
283
285
292
291
302
321
295
296
290
301-
300
318
311
890
265
269
220
281
312
237
216
271
320
317
Administrative Assistant
Administrative Assistant Pcrsonnel
Audiologist Trainee
Bacteriologist
Caseworker 3. 4. 5. 8
Charge Nurse
Chief Accountant
Child Assistance Program Specialist
"
Dietician - Mount View
Educational Television Operating Supervisor
Employment Specialist
Graphic Artist
Hcad Maintenance Person
Home Economist 3.4.5.8
JTPA Training Coordinator
Junior Engineer
-
Puhlic Works
Junior Civil Engineer
Photographer
Principal Social Welfare Examiner
Public Health Educator
Registered Professional Nurse pIt
Registered Profes~ional Nurse - Health
Resource Consultant
Senior Audio Visual Tcchnician
Senior Employment & lraining Counselor
Special Education Teal:hcr
Speech Pathologist Traince
Supervising Public Health Tcchnician
Supervising Support Invcstigator
Youth Bureau Coordinator
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JOB GROUP XI
332
322
236
354
340
270
268
242
425
235
348
347
346
339
306
341
353
345
334
342
Aids Case Manager
Audiologist pit
Audiologist (Ncw York State Certified)
Hrownsficld Coordinator
Child Support Management Systcms Coordinator
Communitv Hcalth Nurse
Commui1ity Health Nurse pit
Computer Programmer
Coordinator or Day Care Services
Dietitian - Aging
Employment & Training Counseling Supcrvisor
I-lead Social Welfare Examiner
Job Developer
Medical Care Administrator
Occupational Therapist
Planner
Private Industry Counsel Advisor to Chairperson
Public l!callh Sanitarian
Senior Child Assistance Program Specialist
Senior Caseworker
Special Education Tead1er II
Speedl Pathologist (Ne\v York State Certitied)
Speech pil!hologist (New York State Certilied) pit
Sf. Buyer
Supervising Nursc -General Medicine
Supen-ising Nurse pit
Tourist Administrator
333
277
278
344
314
315
377
JOB GROUP XII
282
324
305
362
363
328
361
364
355
372
336
310
366
375
335
327
349
Accounting Supervisor
Assistant Director of Nursing Scrvices
AsSL Coord.
-
I.TH Care Pmg,
Case Supervisor
-
Grade B
Chief Social Welfare Examiner
Chief Employment Specialist
Child Assistance Program Coordinator
CoordinatorlChild Support Enforcement
Environmental Management Assistant
Fiscal Manager
Ilcad Nurse
Physical rhcrapist
Sanitarv ('hemist
Senior Employment & Training Coordinator
Senior Speech Pathologist
Social Services Systems Analyst
Sf. Audiologist
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370 Supervising Public Health Sanitarian
JOB GROUP XIII
427
371
360
380
388
351
35~
400
343
..04
350
40X
Accountant
AIDS Case Manager/Director
Assistant Public Health Engineer
Assistant Civil Engineer
Case Supervisor -Grade A
Coordinator Long Term Health Can: Program
Mental Heath Core Planer
'
Rehahilitation Counselor
Senior Computer Programmer
Staff Social Worker
Supervising Community Health Nurse
Training Supervisor
JOB (iROlJP XIV
_,52 Assistant Director of Patient Services
Associate Supervising Public Ilcalth Sanitarian
Director of Physical Therapy
Nurse Practitioner pIt
Supervising Social Worker
Supervisor
-
Speech & Hearing Cli'nic
Systems Analyst
~16
nx
353
~26
NX
~24
JOB liROUP XV
~.:n
423
~J2
Controller
- Mount View
Director of Patient Services
Supervising Public Health Engineer
Welfare Management Systems Coordinator450
JOB (iROUP XVI
440
4N
.05
434
Executive Director of Social Services
Sr. Civil Engineer
Senior Sanitary Chemist
Supervising Psychologist
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APPENDIX J
HEAl.TIIINSlJRANCE WAIVER
NO COUNTY -PROVIDED HEALTH [NSURANCE FOR YOU OR
YOUR FAMIl.Y MEMBERS WILL BE CONT[NUED UNDER
THE EFFECTIVE TERMS OF T!.IlS WAIVER.
I hereby ror myselr, my heirs. executors, and administrators. waive my rights to Count,,-
provided health insurance coverage pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement between
Niagara County and the CSEA.
I understand the RISK inherent in decting Health Insurance Waiver Option and assume any and
all responsibility for said RISK to myself: my heirs. executors, and administrators.
I rekase any and all rights and claims I may han: against Niagara County and/or the CSFi\. and
their respective representatives as a result of my waiver of health insurance coverage to which I
was previously entitled.
I understand that if I drop health insurance cmerage before the first of any month. I will he
aedited with a rull month I()r purposes of the waiwr, I will thereinafter recei,'e 1/12th of the
appropriate waiver sum for each month I waiw health insurance.
I undastand that once this withdrawal or health insurance coverage is in effect. I may not re-
entt:r any County provided insurance plan until the next open period occurs. except as ma~
otherwise be provided in the collective hargaining agreement.
[
state that my spouse is not an employee of Niagara County.
I have read the above waiver and. upon my reading. fully understand its contents.
Date
-- - ~-
-.----
Employee Signature
Date
------- ----..---....
Witness Signature
Date
- ------..--
_.~
----.-.----
Niagara County Signature
".C(>MPl.ETED FORM TO BE FIl.ED IN '1'11[':IIUMAN RESOURCES OFFICI-'
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u_ FOR Of-FICE USE ON!. Y---
Eligihle for reimbursement? y N
Date of Eligihility:
u n
__ 52 wks
# Mos !en in this year __ divided hy 12
'"
__
B Proration % hy Mos __.%
C'. final Proration % =(A.) x (B.) =-__%
52 wks
D. Amount Due: $
:1
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